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Preface

The purpose of this research was to determine the accuracy of the forecast estimates from the Army's Forecast and Allocation of Army Recruiting Resources (FAARR) decision support system and to develop a Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) modeling strategy which produces accurate DEA models. By doing so, I hoped to identify the most accurate DEA model formulation to estimate recruiting battalion efficiency as well as to illustrate the use of this DEA efficiency information in econometric forecasting models.
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Abstract

This research has two objectives—to verify and validate the U.S. Army's Forecast and Allocation of Army Recruiting Resources (FAARR) model and to develop a Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) modeling strategy.

First, the FAARR model was verified using a simulation of a known production function and validated using sensitivity analysis and ex-post forecasts. FAARR model forecasts were not accurate and were extremely sensitive to any changes in the model's linear programming constraints and to changes in recruiting resource levels.

Second, this research describes a three phase modeling strategy to build accurate DEA models. DEA has become a popular tool to evaluate the relative efficiency of many types of organizations. However, the literature has paid little attention to the practical problems of selecting the appropriate input variables and envelopment frontier. Analysts may use a number of diagnostic techniques to detect misspecification in statistics based models. No such diagnostics exist for DEA models. Without a-priori knowledge concerning the production process's appropriate input variables and returns to scale, analysts do not know if they have constructed an accurate DEA model. Using a three-phase strategy, relevant DEA model input variables are selected using Principal Component Analysis and Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression. The appropriate DEA envelopment frontier is selected using a Monte-Carlo simulation of an estimated production function representing the actual production process. The research concludes by demonstrating ex-post forecasts from a combined OLS/DEA model were more accurate when the DEA model formulation selected by the three phase modeling strategy was used.
VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF FAARR MODEL AND DATA
ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS MODELS FOR UNITED STATES ARMY
RECRUITING

1. Introduction:

“The fact is, there are only two qualities in the world: efficiency and inefficiency, and only two sorts of people: the efficient and the inefficient.”
George Bernard Shaw, John Bull's Other Island, 1907.

1.1 Background

More than any other organization in the Department of Defense, the United States Army relies on a large annual cohort of new enlistees in order to maintain a viable fighting force. Of all the recruits entering active military service in any year, 45% will join the Army (39:16). Including the Reserve Components, the Army recruits more personnel each year than all other Department of Defense services combined (22). In Fiscal Year (FY) 1997, the Army’s recruiting mission for the Active and Reserve components was almost 139,000 soldiers (51). The Army’s difficult, unglamorous, and sometimes dangerous mission makes recruiting quality personnel a challenge.

Since its transition to an all volunteer force in 1974, the Army has had a difficult mission of attracting this large cohort of high quality new recruits (53:568). General economic prosperity, potential world-wide conflicts, American youths’ attitudes toward the military (22), a decreasing youth population, and a “rightsizing” military establishment all combine to make the Army’s recruiting mission more difficult.
Although tremendously beneficial to the populous in general, continuing domestic economic prosperity impedes Army recruiting. December 1997 Labor Department reports indicate the nation's unemployment rate had fallen to 4.6 percent, its lowest level since December 1973 (45:a2). Army marketing research suggests for each ten percent drop in the number of unemployed adults, there is a corresponding seven to nine percent drop in the number of people interested in joining the military (3:22).

Continued technological advances in ground warfare and evolutionary changes in fighting doctrine require a higher quality, more intelligent soldier--one who is capable of operating and maintaining sophisticated weapons systems and skilled in the use of computers. In order to meet its requirement for high quality new enlistees, the Army’s goal is to recruit individuals who score in the top fiftieth percentile for intelligence on the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) (50).

Due to these market forces and the Army’s rising intelligence standards, the resources which the Army has committed to recruiting--both in terms of dollars and trained personnel--have increased. Although the Army as a whole is continuing to downsize and military budgets continue to decline, the Army has been forced to increase the resources committed to recruiting in order to achieve its recruiting goals. For FY97, United States Army Recruiting Command's (USAREC) advertising budget increased $15 million, to $86 million, and the total number of recruiters increased from 5200 to 5225 (48:15). The Army recently contracted with its advertising agency, Young and Rubicam, for $440 million of advertising services through FY02 (49:22). Recruiting young people into military service is a major industry and requires significant amounts of the Department of
Defense's resources. Each new recruit costs the Department of Defense approximately $6000 for recruiters, advertising, education benefits and bonuses (22). Using this information in a conservative estimate, the United States Army will commit over $4.0 Billion in resources to recruit new soldiers between FY98 and FY02.

1.2 Research Importance

As military personnel and budgetary resources continue to decline, it is increasingly important for the Army to efficiently utilize its recruiting resources to enlist a sufficient number of the highest quality recruits. In order to estimate marginal returns to production (elasticities) for additional resources, analysts usually rely on economic models to estimate these parameters for each specific resource (35:208). Commonly referred to as causal models, regression based econometric models may also be used to forecast future production based upon minor changes in resource levels (37:185). Time series forecasting models-- either smoothing methods or Box-Jenkins autoregressive models --are less computationally complex models which rely on the past behavior of the variable being predicted to estimate forecasts (35:205-206). These types of models do not provide parameter estimates, but they may provide more accurate short term forecasts than causal models (35:210). Usually, the type of model developed-- either causal or time-series-- is based upon its primary intended purpose-- parameter estimation or forecasting (35:208-210). In order to effectively allocate its limited recruiting resources, USAREC requires accurate information on both the resource parameters and contract forecasts.
The Center for Cybernetic Studies at the University of Texas at Austin developed the Forecast and Allocation of Army Recruiting Resources (FAARR) decision support system for the Army's Recruiting Command to provide information on both forecasts and resource allocation. This model is a Personal Computer (PC) platform based, deterministic, two-stage, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and linear optimization system which forecasts either contract output or resource requirements (13:9). USAREC leadership asked the Air Force Institute of Technology's Operational Sciences Department to evaluate the robustness of this model and measure the model's forecast accuracy prior to USAREC using it to assist decision makers.

The Operations Research community has found many new uses of DEA efficiency information in multiple stage mathematical models. For example, researchers have combined DEA results with goal programming (29) and regression techniques (2). However, the literature has paid minimal attention to specific procedures or modeling strategies to build accurate DEA models (46:233). There are few formal procedures or heuristics to select both the appropriate input variables and the shape of the envelopment frontier to develop an accurate DEA model. Analysts may use a number of diagnostic techniques to detect misspecification in statistics based models including analysis of residuals, adjusted $R^2$, and the $C_p$ criteria, to name a few (23:235). No such diagnostics exist for DEA models. Without a-priori knowledge of the production process' appropriate input resources and returns-to-scale classification, analysts do not know if they have constructed an accurate DEA model. If DEA efficiency information is to be useful as a management tool or as an input for multiple stage mathematical models,
analysts need to be confident that the specific DEA model accurately classifies the evaluated entities as efficient or inefficient.

1.3 Research Objectives

The purpose of this research is fourfold:

1. Verify and validate the FAARR decision support system and determine the accuracy and robustness of the model's forecast estimates.

2. Develop a Data Envelopment Analysis modeling strategy which produces more accurate DEA models.

3. From a set of alternate models, identify the most accurate DEA model formulation to estimate recruiting battalion efficiency.

4. Illustrate the use of DEA efficiency information in causal OLS forecasting models.

This research describes a three step statistical and simulation based strategy to develop an accurate and robust DEA model. The DEA model may then be used to identify efficient and inefficient recruiting battalions. This information may be used with other, second stage mathematical models to more accurately estimate input resource elasticities, forecast contract production, or allow the optimal reallocation of recruiting resources among recruiting battalions.

The following steps will be used to achieve the first objective--verification and validation of the FAARR model:

1. Analyze the recruiting resource and contract production data sets.
2. Conduct sensitivity analysis to determine the change in forecasted production due to changes in the DEA model virtual multiplier constraints and changes in aggregate recruiting resource levels.

3. Use past resource and production data with the FAARR model to evaluate the model's accuracy.

4. Use a Monte-Carlo simulation of a known production function to determine the ability of the FAARR model to accurately estimate production function parameters.

The following three stage strategy was developed to identify the most accurate and robust DEA model formulation to be used in the efficiency assessment of U.S. Army recruiting battalions:

1. The use of Principal Component Analysis and Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression to screen and select appropriate DEA input variables.

2. Monte-Carlo simulation of a production function which approximates the production process to select the most accurate DEA envelopment surface.

3. Use of DEA derived efficiency information in an illustrative Ordinary Least Squares model to demonstrate model improvement as measured by increased forecast accuracy.

1.4 Research Questions

- Does the FAARR model accurately predict contract production?

- How sensitive is the model to changes in quarter to quarter resource allocation and production function parameter assumptions?
• How sensitive is the FAARR estimated contract forecasts to changes in the aggregate recruiting resource levels?

• Which DEA model formulation most accurately estimates actual recruiting battalion efficiency?

• How can an analyst select an accurate DEA model formulation given a selection of input and output variables and various envelopment frontiers?

1.5 Research Scope

An attempt to validate the accuracy and applicability of the FAARR model was conducted using a data set for USAREC recruiting battalions consisting of quarterly data from 1st Quarter FY96 thru 3rd Quarter FY97. The OLS model developed in this research is for illustrative and comparative purposes only, and is not intended to represent the most accurate GSMA forecasting model available.

1.6 Assumptions

The following assumptions were necessitated during the research process:

1. The U.S. Army recruiting process can be modeled as a production process using a mathematical production function.

2. Recruiting battalion leaders and recruiters attempt to maximize quarterly enlistment contract production given any allocation of recruiting resources.

3. Historical USAREC supplied input and production data is accurate and deterministic in nature.
1.7 Overview and Format

This research is presented in the following manner:

Chapter 1 introduces the research, provides recruiting environment background information, lists the research assumptions, defines the scope, and presents the assumptions.

Chapter 2 presents the literature review and includes a definition of production functions; a review of DEA theory; DEA assumptions, advantages, and limitations; and classical DEA model formulations. Additionally, Chapter 2 discusses stochastic DEA, DEA sensitivity analysis, and use of DEA efficiency information in multiple stage mathematical models. Finally, Chapter 2 outlines the FAARR model, its assumptions, and mathematical formulations.

Chapter 3 describes the FAARR model validation and verification process and outlines a three stage DEA model building methodology. This strategy includes the use of statistical analysis, production function estimation, and Monte-Carlo simulation.

Chapter 4 illustrates the use of the three stage DEA model building strategy for the Army recruiting process. Chapter 4 also describes the specific model building steps, variable selection logic, results of the DEA model, and use of the DEA efficiency information in a causal OLS model.

Chapter 5 summarizes both the results of the FAARR model verification and validation analysis as well as the results of the DEA model building strategy. Finally, Chapter 5 suggests future research to analyze the selection of an accurate DEA model.
1.8 Research History

As with much research, the direction and scope of this particular research changed throughout the research process. When this research began in April 1997, its objective was to estimate a confidence interval for the FAARR model contract forecast. Since the FAARR model is a deterministic model, it was thought that boot-strapping or Monte-Carlo simulation may be an appropriate solution methodology for estimating the confidence interval. However, as the research progressed, the accuracy of the FAARR model’s forecasts and the validity of the model’s assumptions were brought into question. It became obvious that an accurate estimate of the confidence interval for a biased, inaccurate forecast would not be useful to the USAREC. After concluding the FAARR model was not valid, the research focus shifted to identifying which DEA model most accurately estimated efficiency of U.S. Army recruiting battalions. This document presents results from all phases of the analysis to include FAARR model verification and validation, identifying accurate DEA models, and use of DEA efficiency information.
II. Literature Review

2.1 Production Function Definition

A production function describes the functional relationship between a production processes' inputs and outputs. Usually, a production function is defined as a schedule, table, or mathematical function which catalogs the efficient output possibilities for the production process (38:173).

Production functions can be formulated as non-parametric or parametric mathematical functions. DEA models belong to the class of non-parametric production functions. The functional relationship between resource input and production output need only be monotonic and concave (47:104). Parametric production functions assume a more specific and restrictive functional form and can be formulated as linear functions, log-linear functions, or log-log (Cobb-Douglas) functions.

Analysts can use a number of different models to estimate production functions. These models include, but are not limited to, statistical methods using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression, linear programming methods using an efficient frontier benchmarking formulation, or more advanced mathematical programming methods to estimate stochastic frontiers.

Production functions are widely categorized based on their returns-to-scale properties. Returns-to-scale is an economic term which defines the general ability of the production process to convert inputs to outputs. Returns-to-scale are generally Increasing (IRS), Decreasing (DRS) or Constant (CRS). For a production process which exhibits IRS, any
percentage increase in inputs results in a greater percentage increase in outputs. For example, for an IRS process, if the manufacturer increases all resource inputs by 5%, overall output will increase by more than 5%. For a CRS process, any percentage increase in resources will result in a similar percentage increase in outputs (38: 207-208). A Variable Returns to Scale (VRS) production process changes its returns to scale property at varying levels of production (16:71).

This research assumes we can use a mathematical production function in some to be determined form to model the U.S. Army recruiting process. One commonly used mathematical production function form is Cobb-Douglas. Cobb-Douglas functional forms possess many desirable qualities and are extensively used by the operations research and economic communities (25:299). Cobb-Douglas forms assume constant elasticity of substitution between resource inputs (18:3748) and can be used to readily compute input and output elasticities. Computationally, OLS or linear programming may be used to estimate Cobb-Douglas functions by simply using the natural logarithm of the applicable variables (35:73). Cobb-Douglas functional forms have been used to empirically analyze production and distribution economics (18:3747) and educational programs (2:259). Cobb-Douglas production functions usually take the form: \[ y = \alpha \prod x_i^{b_i}, \] with \( x_i \) representing resource inputs and \( y \) representing produced outputs. Ratios of the estimated coefficients (\( b_i \)'s)-- which represent resource output elasticities (18:3747)-- can be used to calculate Marginal Rates of Substitution (MRS) (6:34) between resource inputs. Additionally, the sum of the resource output elasticities indicate whether the functions is IRS, CRS, or DRS. A Cobb-Douglas functional form is IRS if the sum of the estimated
coefficients ($\beta_i$) is greater than 1. The functional form is CRS if the sum of the estimated coefficients is equal to 1 and the functional form is DRS if the sum of the estimated coefficients is less than 1 (38: 207-208).

2.2 Data Envelopment Analysis Basics

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a descriptive mathematical modeling methodology that determines a Decision Making Unit’s (DMU) efficiency using linear programming techniques. Decision Making Units are comparable productive entities within an organization which transform the same measurable inputs into measurable outputs. DMUs operate in a similar environment and DMUs’ management decisions are guided by similar measurable objectives (29:171). Bank branches, warehouses, schools, or Army recruiting battalions are examples of DMUs.

Originally developed by Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes in 1978, DEA models calculate an empirical non-parametric production frontier by comparing each DMU’s resource inputs and produced outputs (47:104). DEA models are loosely based upon classical production theory (15:44). The theoretical constructs of the resource input/production output ratio and production possibility frontier of DEA date back to the work on technical efficiency by the economist, M. J. Farrell, in 1957 (26).

The DEA model determines a relative efficiency rating for each DMU by calculating an efficiency score which represents the difference between a specific DMU’s outputs and resource inputs compared to the inputs and outputs observed among all other DMUs. An efficient DMU produces the maximum observed output given its resource inputs and has
an efficiency rating of 1. In essence, DEA efficiency is no more than Pareto optimality. A DMU can not be efficient if there is another DMU-- or virtual DMU-- which produces the same amount of output with less resource input (44:6). Figure 2.1 illustrates the empirical production frontier (a BCC envelopment) and the efficient and inefficient DMUs using the Pareto optimality efficiency criteria. For example, DMU B produces 5 units of output using 3 units of input (resources). In contrast, DMU E produces 3 units of output using 5 units of input. DMU B can actually produce more output with less input. Therefore, DMU E is inefficient.

![Graph showing DEA efficiency frontier](image)

Figure 2.1: Data Envelopment Analysis Empirical Efficiency Frontier

DEA models are classified as non-parametric models and place minimal assumptions on the DMU’s “theoretical” underlying production function. Unlike classical econometric techniques which stipulate a specific, theoretical functional form for the production function --usually Cobb-Douglas or Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES)--DEA methods do not specify a functional form or a specific distribution of an error term.
An individual DMU’s “production function”, or relationship between inputs and outputs, needs to be monotonic and concave.

In order to calculate the efficiency of a particular DMU, analysts use linear programming to determine virtual multipliers or “weights” for the relative value of the various outputs and inputs that maximize a specific DMU’s efficiency score. The DMU’s efficiency score measures the distance a DMU lies from the efficient frontier (16:26). A DMU with an efficiency score of 1 lies on— and therefore determines— the efficient frontier. A particular DMU, say DMU₁, may “choose” any combination of input and output weights (virtual multipliers) in order to maximize its own efficiency score subject to the constraint that all other DMUs’ efficiency ratings using DMU₁’s particular weights and the other DMU’s resource inputs are feasible (7:247). A separate linear programming formulation is used to calculate the efficiency score for each DMU. DEA efficiency estimates are calculated from observed data for each DMU and produce only relative efficiency measures in comparison to all other DMUs.

The efficient DMUs form an envelopment surface or production possibility frontier (42:442). The efficient production frontier is not a theoretical efficient frontier, but an unambiguous relative frontier calculated from the actual observed performance (output) of some subset of the DMUs being evaluated. Unlike classical regression techniques that estimate an average production function across an entire industry, DEA techniques identify two mutually exclusive subsets of DMUs—efficient and inefficient. The efficient DMUs “map out” or determine the relative efficient production frontier. As Stolp states, “...DEA is a methodology directed to frontiers rather than central tendencies.” (47:108)
Figure 2.2 illustrates the difference between DEA and regression based estimates of the production function.

![Graph showing DEA Efficient Frontier Model vs. Regression Model]

**Figure 2.2: DEA Efficient Frontier Model vs. Regression Model**

One common misperception concerning DEA is that the technique accurately identifies both efficient and inefficient units. This is not the case. DEA identifies inefficient units and may identify efficient units. As Golany and Yu state (29:179):

> If DEA identifies a DMU as inefficient, it means it has found evidence (i.e., other efficient DMUs) to its inferior position. On the other hand, if DEA identifies a DMU as efficient it only means that it is unable to find evidence in the observed data, [that the DMU is inefficient] but it does not imply that this DMU is indeed efficient with respect to the unknown production function.

Using an analogy to the American judicial system, a DMU is considered to be efficient until proven inefficient.

A DMU may be technically efficient--have a DEA score of 1--due to an unrealistic selection of resource weights. As a result, certain DMUs may be rated as efficient solely due to a single input or output, even though that input or output may be relatively
unimportant. Although technically efficient, the DMU is actually allocatively inefficient (16:205). Figure 2.3 illustrates the concepts of technical and allocative efficiency. All Pareto optimal DMUs-- identified as technically efficient-- have an efficiency score of 1. However, not all technically efficient DMUs are necessarily allocatively efficient. For example, say we know the “market value”-- marginal revenue of the output or consumer cost-- of an additional unit of output is 1.5 units of resource input. This is depicted by the dotted Marginal Revenue of Output line in Figure 2.3. As a manufacturer, we would not use large DMUs-- DMUs which require more than a total of 6 units of resource input-- to produce more output. As DMUs inputs are increased, the production process exhibits decreasing returns-to-scale. The additional revenue for any additional unit of output is actually less than what it would cost us to produce that output. For example, DMU D is producing 8 units of output using 9 units of input and is technically efficient--no other unit can produce more output with less input. However, the marginal revenue of that extra unit of output-- 1.5 units of resource input-- is not worth its marginal cost-- 3 units of resource input. Therefore, because it costs more to produce the last unit of output than what that last unit is actually worth, DMU D is allocatively inefficient. The problem identifying allocatively inefficient DMUs is that the analyst is rarely able to specify an actual cost in output for each resource input for non-profit oriented organizations. Allocative efficiency requires knowledge of how to “cost out” the various input and outputs.
Figure 2.3: Technical versus Allocative Efficiency

Depending upon the analyst's assumptions concerning the industry wide returns-to-scale, the geometry of the efficient envelopment surface, and the projection of inefficient DMUs onto the efficient frontier, there are several variations of the basic DEA model. These models determine production frontiers with different shapes (16:45) and may produce radically different DMU efficiency scores.

The most common formulations of DEA models are the Additive, Multiplicative, CCR, and BCC models. The optimal value from the solution of the Additive (1985) DEA model formulation calculates an efficiency rating that measures the rectilinear distance a particular DMU lies from the closest DMU on the efficient frontier. The efficient DMU must produce at least as much output as the inefficient DMU. In other words, the efficient DMU lies in a "Northwesterly" direction compared to the inefficient DMU (16:28). The Additive model produces a piece-wise linear production frontier and has Variable Returns-to-Scale (16:28) as depicted in Figure 2.4.
The dual mathematical formulation of the Additive DEA model is:

Maximize:  \[ z = \sum_{r} y_{rk} u_{r} - \sum_{i} x_{ik} v_{i} + u_{o} \]

subject to
\[ \sum_{r} y_{rij} u_{r} - \sum_{i} x_{ij} v_{i} + u_{o} \leq 0, \text{ for all } j=1,\ldots,n \]
\[ u_{r} \geq 1, \text{ for all } r \]
\[ v_{i} \geq 1, \text{ for all } i \]

with \(^{1}\)

\[ z \equiv \text{efficiency score of DMU } k \]
\[ y_{rk} \equiv \text{output } r \text{ for DMU } k \]
\[ x_{ik} \equiv \text{input } i \text{ for DMU } k \]
\[ u_{r} \equiv \text{virtual multiplier for output } r \]
\[ v_{i} \equiv \text{virtual multiplier for input } i \]
\[ u_{o} \equiv \text{free intercept term for DMU } k \]
\[ n \equiv \text{total number of DMUs being evaluated} \]

---

\(^{1}\) The definitions and notation of the terms used in this DEA math formulation are generally standard across the DEA literature. This notation is used throughout the thesis. Additionally, the author uses the Dual linear programming formulation because of its intuitive economic similarity to the Cobb-Douglas production function.
The Multiplicative DEA model produces a piecewise log-linear production possibility frontier. This model is similar to the Additive model, but all inputs and outputs are expressed as the natural logarithms of the original data. The basic Multiplicative DEA model may be specified with Constant Returns-to-Scale (CRS) by not using an intercept term in the mathematical formulation, or the model may be specified with Variable Returns-to-Scale (VRS) using an intercept term in the mathematical formulation (16:30). The model formulation results in a functional form which is analogous to a Cobb-Douglas production function found in classical economic theory (20:529). Figure 2.5 illustrates the shape of the empirical possibility frontier.

Figure 2.5: DEA Multiplicative Model Envelopment Surface

The mathematical formulation of the Multiplicative DEA model (VRS) is:
Maximize: 
\[ z = \sum_r \ln(y_{rk})u_r - \sum_i \ln(x_{ik})v_i + u_0 \]

subject to
\[ \sum_r \ln(y_{rj})u_r - \sum_i \ln(x_{ij})v_i + u_0 \leq 0, \text{ for all } j=1,\ldots,n \]
\[
\begin{align*}
\quad & u_r \geq 1, \text{ for all } r \\
\quad & v_i \geq 1, \text{ for all } i
\end{align*}
\]

Likewise, the mathematical formulation of the Multiplicative model without an intercept term (CRS) is:

Maximize: 
\[ z = \sum_r \ln(y_{rk})u_r - \sum_i \ln(x_{ik})v_i \]

subject to
\[ \sum_r \ln(y_{rj})u_r - \sum_i \ln(x_{ij})v_i \leq 0, \text{ for all } j=1,\ldots,n \]
\[
\begin{align*}
\quad & u_r \geq 1, \text{ for all } r \\
\quad & v_i \geq 1, \text{ for all } i
\end{align*}
\]

The Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) DEA model (1978) results in a linear, constant returns-to-scale envelopment surface. The CCR model formulation can be either input oriented or output oriented. The two forms provide different projections of inefficient DMUs onto the empirical efficient frontier. The specific form chosen depends upon how management intends to use the efficiency information. The input-orientation focuses on maximal movement toward the efficiency frontier through proportional reduction of inputs and the output-orientation focuses on maximal movement toward the efficiency frontier by proportional augmentation of outputs (16:37). The efficiency scores from the CCR model measure the distance to a point on the efficient frontier. This point may represent an actual DMU or a virtual DMU. The CCR model assumes efficient production is theoretically possible at any point along the efficient frontier. A graphical
representation of the input and output oriented CCR models are depicted in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7.

![Figure 2.6: DEA Input Oriented CCR Model Envelopment Surface](image)

![Figure 2.7: DEA Output Oriented CCR Model Envelopment Surface](image)

The output oriented CCR model depicted in Figure 2.7 allows for an intuitive explanation of DMU efficiency. DMU F produces one unit of output using four units of
input and is inefficient. If DMU F were efficient, it would produce seven units of output
given four units of input. Therefore, since DMU F produces only one seventh of what it
should if it were efficient, DMU F has an efficiency score of 1/7 or .1429.

The mathematical formulation of the input oriented CCR model is:

Maximize: \[ z = \sum_{r} y_{kr}u_r \]
subject to
\[ \sum_{i} x_{ik}v_i = 1 \]
\[ \sum_{r} y_{jr}u_r - \sum_{i} x_{ij}v_i \leq 0, \text{ for all } j=1,...,n \]
\[ u_r \geq \varepsilon^*1, \text{ for all } r \]
\[ v_i \geq \varepsilon^*1, \text{ for all } i \]

with
\[ \varepsilon \equiv \text{a non-Archimedean (infinitesimal) constant} \]

The mathematical formulation of the output oriented CCR model is:

Minimize: \[ z = \sum_{i} x_{ik}v_i \]
subject to
\[ \sum_{r} y_{kr}u_r = 1 \]
\[ - \sum_{r} y_{jr}u_r + \sum_{i} x_{ij}v_i \geq 0, \text{ for all } j=1,...,n \]
\[ u_r \geq \varepsilon^*1, \text{ for all } r \]
\[ v_i \geq \varepsilon^*1, \text{ for all } i \]

with
\[ \varepsilon \equiv \text{a non-Archimedean (infinitesimal) constant} \]

The non-Archimedean (infinitesimal) constant is used as a lower bound for the virtual
multipliers in the dual formulation (16:32).
The Banker, Charnes and Cooper (BCC) model (1984) results in a piecewise linear, VRS envelopment surface. Similar to the CCR model, the BCC model may also be input-oriented or output-oriented (16:43) as depicted in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.8: DEA Input Oriented BCC Model Envelopment Surface

Figure 2.9: DEA Output Oriented BCC Model Envelopment Surface
As with the output oriented CCR model, the output oriented BCC model depicted in Figure 2.9 also allows for an intuitive explanation of DMU efficiency. DMU F produces one unit of output using four units of input and is inefficient. If DMU F were efficient, it would produce six units of output given four units of input. Therefore, since DMU F produces only one sixth of what it should if it were efficient, DMU F has an efficiency score of 1/6 or 0.1666.

The mathematical formulation of the input oriented BCC models is:

Maximize: \( z = \sum_{r} y_{rk}u_r + u_o \)

subject to

\[ \sum_{i} x_{ik}v_i = 1 \]

\[ \sum_{r} y_{ij}u_r - \sum_{i} x_{ij}v_i + u_o \leq 0, \quad \text{for all } j = 1, \ldots, n \]

\[ u_r \geq \epsilon*1, \quad \text{for all } r \]

\[ v_i \geq \epsilon*1, \quad \text{for all } i \]

The mathematical formulation of the output oriented BCC model is:

Minimize: \( z = \sum_{i} x_{ik}v_i + u_o \)

subject to

\[ \sum_{r} y_{rk}u_r = 1 \]

\[ - \sum_{r} y_{ij}u_r + \sum_{i} x_{ij}v_i + u_o \geq 0, \quad \text{for all } j = 1, \ldots, n \]

\[ u_r \geq \epsilon*1, \quad \text{for all } r \]

\[ v_i \geq \epsilon*1, \quad \text{for all } i \]

Each of the classic DEA models may also be programmed as an efficient or "super-efficient" formulation. The concept of super-efficiency was developed by Andersen and Petersen as a method to further discriminate among efficient DMUs (1:1262). By
eliminating the DMU under evaluation from the constraint set in the linear program, the
evaluated DMU may attain an efficiency score greater than 1. The super-efficiency score
represents the allowable percentage increase of resource use by that DMU which will still
allow the DMU to remain efficient without a corresponding increase in output (Figure
2.10). For example, a DMU with an efficiency score of 1.25 can use up to 25% more
resources to produce the same amount of output and it will still remain efficient compared
to other DMUs.

![Graph showing DEA Super-Efficiency Model Envelopment Surface]

**Figure 2.10: DEA Super-Efficiency Model Envelopment Surface**

DEA models are a powerful tool because the analyst may compare vastly dissimilar but
common resource inputs-- labor, capital, time, facilities, or environment-- without having
to use the same quantifiable metric. Although multiple outputs are not discussed in this
paper, DEA models can be used to determine the efficiency of firms which produce
multiple outputs. As such, DEA is classified as a multiple criteria decision analysis
method. DEA models are extremely useful for measuring the relative efficiency of
organizations in the public/not-for-profit sector with multiple significant attributes or
where measurable parameters for evaluation are available, but are not usually expressed in dollar terms. DEA techniques have been successfully used in evaluating the managerial performance and efficiency of banks (9), the efficiency of schools (10), airlines (20), military units (50), and hospitals (6).

However, DEA models are not without their limitations. First, because DEA models are commonly considered deterministic models (30:311) and are not statistical in nature, there are no generally accepted statistical tests to determine the accuracy of the DMU’s efficiency rating (15:54). An analyst can not be certain a particular DMU’s efficiency rating of 0.99 is statistically different from another DMU’s efficiency rating of 1. Although recent work by Banker (4:1265) attempts to develop the statistical foundation for DEA, most of the literature to date is inconclusive. Banker proved that the DEA efficiency ratings are consistent, maximum likelihood estimators, and that their bias approaches zero for large sample sizes (16:111). Banker suggests specific hypothesis tests for the DEA estimators based upon the assumption that the error terms are distributed with an exponential or half-normal distribution. However, Banker’s hypothesis tests rely on strict assumptions and he proves his hypothesis concerning the consistency of the DEA estimators only for the restrictive multiple input, single output scenario-- the focus of this particular research (42:441).

Additionally, because DEA models are usually assumed to be deterministic, we make the implicit assumptions that there is no random error in the data and the empirical efficient frontier is non-stochastic. If input or output data are actually stochastic random variables or estimates of stochastic variables, estimates of DMU efficiency or the
estimates of DMU virtual multipliers (what we are concerned with estimating for use in individual production functions in the FAARR model) may be subject to input data errors (42:442).

Since DEA models are non-parametric and data based (empirical), we must have a sufficient number of DMUs compared to the number of input and output variables in order to conduct the evaluation. If we have as many DMUs as input and output variables, there is the possibility all DMUs will be rated as efficient and the model will not be able to discriminate between efficient and inefficient DMUs. Charnes suggests using at least three times as many DMUs as inputs and outputs (21:621).

Finally, depending upon the homogeneity of the set of DMUs and the model’s resource constraints, DMUs may choose feasible but highly unrealistic “weights” which maximize their efficiency. DMUs at the edge of the production possibility frontier or DMU’s which utilize resource inputs significantly different from the average DMU are sensitive to this issue. These outlier DMUs’ efficiency scores would rely heavily on relatively large “weights” for one or two specific inputs or outputs. Although these units may appear technically efficient and may lie on the production possibility frontier, their choice of virtual multipliers may make them allocatively inefficient (11:2), as illustrated by DMU D in Figure 2.3. Using prior knowledge or expert opinion concerning resource utilization and judiciously constraining the range of the DMU’s virtual multipliers in the linear program, an analyst may derive a more realistic empirical efficiency frontier (16:54).

2.3 Deterministic versus Stochastic DEA Models
The majority of the operations research and management science community classifies the classical DEA techniques as deterministic models (47:109). DEA efficiency ratings are calculated assuming only a concave, monotonic functional form computed solely from input and output data. In the classical DEA models already discussed, there is no assumption as to the existence or distribution of an error term. Any deviation from the calculated efficient frontier is assumed to be due to inefficiency of the DMU and not due to stochastic noise or measurement error in either the input or output data. As such, this type of DEA model may be considered deterministic in the broadest sense of the term (42:442). Abraham Charnes, the co-inventor of the DEA methodology, states (21:621):

Every DEA analysis involves sample data of inputs and outputs which are converted by definite mathematical operations into other quantities. By definition such quantities are “statistics”. Therefore every DEA model is a stochastic model. Since, however, the distribution functions of managerial performance at the different DMUs is unknown, we lack appropriate statistical theory for our real statistical structures.

The assumption of a deterministic DEA model generates the requirement to verify the accuracy of all input data. If the input data contains either random error or measurement error, the estimated production frontier or “efficiency surface” would be subject to stochastic perturbations and be biased upward (43:124). There is also the possibility that truly efficient DMUs—which actually determine the efficient frontier—are estimated as inefficient using DEA due to stochastic error in the data. Using the assumption of a deterministic DEA model, any estimates of the production frontier are vulnerable to outliers and measurement errors. If the analyst suspects stochastic input data, as a minimum he should conduct a thorough sensitivity analysis of the efficiency estimates
using the specific techniques discussed in the next section. The specific effect on the DEA analysis depends upon the stochastic nature of the system. If the system possesses minimal random error, the DEA derived empirical efficiency frontier should closely approximate the true frontier. Individual DMUs which are close to the empirical frontier may be considered efficient for all intent and purposes.

There has been some recent work attempting to blend the elegance and simplicity of the deterministic DEA model to the realities of the stochastic nature of data inputs. Charnes et al. (21) suggest window analysis where a number of DEA estimates are made for a set of DMUs over multiple time periods. They suggest that this technique not only indicates the stability of the DEA efficiency estimates, but may also reveal the nature of any stochastic variability. Using this technique, a more accurate estimate of DMU efficiency would be the median efficiency score for a particular DMU over all time periods or “windows” (21:622). This technique assumes the stochastic portion of efficiency errors are random with respect to time. Although this technique does not identify the source of the variability in the DEA efficiency estimates or hypothesize the probability distribution of the DEA efficiency scores, it is a useful tool to determine the stability of the DEA scores.

Sengupta suggests a number of data screening techniques to filter contaminated data for probable outliers based upon classical statistical tests. Since we do not know the true underlying distribution of input and output data, he suggests editing both input and output data using the non-parametric bounds of Chebyshev’s inequality (44:17). Any DMU which has outlying data is not used in the calculation of the efficient frontier. Once we estimate the virtual multipliers for the remaining, “standard” set of DMUs, we can
calculate the efficiency of the outlier DMUs. Care should be taken any time we edit our data set or restrict the value of the virtual multipliers for any DMU—-as is the case in the formulation of the current FAARR model.

Banker takes a more formal approach to the problem of stochastic variability and suggests "Stochastic DEA". Synthesizing the classical DEA model with goal programming, Banker decomposes a hypothesized error term into pure error and DMU inefficiency error. The pure or random error is considered symmetric with some unknown distribution. The DMU inefficiency error is positive, ensuring that inefficient DMUs fall below the efficient production frontier. As Stolp explains in his article, the Stochastic DEA model requires the analyst to assume a specific percentage of the total error is due to inefficiency and a specific percentage is due to random error. The analyst may also conduct sensitivity analysis of the DEA efficiency scores for different assumed percentages of the pure error term (47:110-111).

Olesen and Petersen confront the possibility of the stochastic nature of DEA efficiency scores by developing Chance Constrained Efficiency Evaluation (CCEE) (42). Similar to Banker's approach, CCEE assumes that the total error is composed of some percentage of pure error and the remainder of the total is due to DMU inefficiency. The CCEE technique is based upon chance constrained programming. Using a series of observations, the model estimates a confidence region for the efficiency estimate for each DMU. The CCEE model transforms the set of probability constraints into a set of deterministic constraints. The CCEE model requires a series of data for each set of DMUs. Additionally, there is an implicit assumption of no technical progress during the time
period of the data series. Any improvement to technical efficiency during the data time series would be erroneously decomposed into both true improvement and stochastic error.

Finally, Thomas suggests identifying a Robustly Efficient Comparison Set (RECS) of efficient DMUs (50). The dual variables in DEA contain a wealth of information concerning the production possibility frontier. Specifically, for each inefficient DMU, the dual variables identify efficient units most like the evaluated inefficient units. By identifying which efficient units are consistently identified by inefficient units, the analyst can determine a RECS—similar to identifying consistently best performing units across time using window analysis. Efficient units who are not used as common reference sets may only be efficient due to technical— and not allocative—efficiency. Similarly, these DMUs may have efficiency scores of 1 due to the stochastic error of some input or output variable. Use of the RECS may help to alleviate DMU misclassification— characterizing an efficient DMU as inefficient or an inefficient DMU as efficient— due to the stochastic nature of the variables (21:672).

2.4 DEA Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis for mathematical programming techniques can be considered analogous to statistical testing for classical statistics techniques such as regression. Both methodologies are concerned with determining the range of allowable variation in the data. With linear programming, the analyst uses sensitivity analysis or parametric analysis to determine a range on the input variables or estimated coefficients where the optimal solution’s basis does not change. In regression analysis, the analyst is concerned with
determining the range of values for estimated coefficients in which the hypothesized linear relationship remains statistically significant (17:139). As already mentioned, the literature has still not addressed the statistical theory for DEA and specific tests for the statistical significance of efficiency scores. Thus, we must turn our attention to sensitivity analysis in order to examine the stability of DEA estimates.

DEA requires the analyst to formulate and solve a linear program for each DMU. Because of the number of linear programs, the number of input and output variables, and the variation in the inverse matrix due to output changes for any one DMU (17:140), traditional sensitivity analysis for DEA models quickly becomes intractable. Because DEA is a descriptive tool, most analysts are not interested in the range of efficiency ratings estimates for a particular DMU. Most analysts are only interested in the relative change of a DMU's efficiency score versus other DMUs, or when a DMU no longer has an efficiency score of 1 and is no longer considered efficient. In recent years, researchers have developed many heuristics and techniques to discriminate between “robust”, truly efficient DMUs and DMUs with unrealistic virtual multipliers.

Valdmanis suggests a simplistic, qualitative approach to determine the sensitivity of the DEA efficiency scores. He suggests initially conducting the DEA analysis and then systematically varying the number of input variables or selecting alternate input variables and recomputing the DMU efficiency estimates. In this manner, the analyst can observe the changes in the DEA efficiency estimates for each DMU assuming different resource input mixes and data sets. The truly robust and efficient DMUs should remain efficient for most resource combinations (52:195). In essence, there is probably only one or two
correct DEA model formulations of inputs and outputs which accurately estimate the efficiency of a set of DMUs.

Boussofiane et al., suggest the use of cross efficiency matrices. This technique indicates how a DMU's efficiency score is rated by other DMUs. The analyst constructs a matrix of DMU efficiency ratings using the virtual multipliers ("weights") of all other DMUs and then calculates the average efficiency score for each DMU. A DMU with a relatively high average efficiency score using the virtual multipliers from other DMUs is probably an efficient DMU. A truly inefficient DMU that appears efficient would have a high efficiency score using its own virtual multipliers. However, once the truly inefficient DMU uses the virtual multipliers of other DMUs, the truly inefficient DMU may no longer appear efficient (11:5).

Similarly, Charnes et al., (19) suggest imposing restrictions on the values of the virtual multipliers, or weights, which the linear program calculates for each input and output. Using prior knowledge of efficient operating practices or known physical limitations, the analyst constrains the values of the virtual multipliers in the linear program. An inefficient unit that was choosing an unrealistic or inappropriate range of values for its virtual multipliers would now appear less efficient. For example, in a manufacturing context, let us assume that we know through experimentation or historical data that a production process exhibits CRS and it takes three units of labor and one unit of capital to efficiently produce each unit of output. For one unit of output, we require three units of labor and one of capital. For two units of output, we require six units of labor and two of capital, and so forth. The historical, relative value or efficient ratio of capital to labor is three to
one. If a DEA model assigns a virtual multiplier to labor that is an order of magnitude different than historical efficient practice, we may judiciously constrain the value of the virtual multipliers in the DEA model to determine more realistic efficiency score estimates.

Thompson et al. in Charnes et al. (16) use Strong Complementary Slackness Conditions (SCSC) to conduct sensitivity analysis of DEA estimates for both farming and coal mining. By analyzing the dual variables of the linear program’s optimal solution for each DMU, Thompson et al. determine the allowable data variation in the inputs and outputs which does not change the efficiency score of the DMU (16:397). They show that the efficiency ratings for these specific efficient DMUs are robust. To operationalize their sensitivity analysis methodology, Thompson et al. suggest varying a specific input or output vector for all DMUs by +/-5% in a stepwise manner. The extreme efficient DMUs - the subset of all efficient DMUs which are truly efficient-- would remain the most efficient throughout this stepwise process. The analyst would then have more confidence that the identified extreme efficient DMUs are the truly efficient DMUs. The specific DMU efficiency ratings become sensitive to the data variation when there is a change in the rank order of one DMU versus another.

Finally, Jaska formalized the mathematical theory underlying the approach of the SCSC and developed a more rigorous sensitivity analysis methodology called the Radius of Classification Preservation (RCP) for use with an additive DEA model. Using the L-1 and L-infinity norms as metrics, Jaska develops a linear programming formulation which estimates the minimum radius of a sphere or “ball” in n-space centered on the DMU’s efficiency estimate. All input/output vectors contained within this ball are feasible.
resource mixes where the DMU's estimated efficiency score would not change. The radius of this ball in n-space is the radius of stability. Using the radius of stability an analyst can compute the minimum change required in any input/output vector combination to change the estimated efficiency score of the specific DMU (32:94-95). This radius of stability may be calculated for both efficient and inefficient DMUs.

As just summarized, most of the literature and techniques for conducting DEA sensitivity analysis have been focused on the changes in the individual DMU efficiency scores, and not on the change in the value of the DEA virtual multipliers. Because DEA is a descriptive tool, the operations research community has been more concerned with the sensitivity of the ordinal ranking of the efficiency estimates versus the sensitivity of the cardinal values of the virtual multipliers. However, because this research evaluates the use of DEA efficiency estimates in a prescriptive, resource allocation model, we are concerned with the sensitivity of the cardinal values of the efficiency scores.

2.5 Beyond the Basic DEA Model

DEA models were originally developed solely for the purpose of efficiency evaluation (28:1173). In recent years, researchers have attempted to use the wealth of information provided from the basic DEA model in other mathematical programming and statistical models. For the most part, all of these multiple stage, mathematical models possess a common theme--use of information from a first stage, descriptive DEA model in the following stages of a prescriptive mathematical model. Commonly, these second stage models use some type of linear or L1 norm regression or a goal programming variant to
estimate parameters for an industry with a specific, hypothesized functional form. The focus of this research, the current FAARR model, is also a two-stage, descriptive/prescriptive DEA model.

Lovell, Waters, and Wood (16:329) used a modified DEA and regression based approach to construct a stratified model of education production in the short, medium, and long term. Their stratified model used the logarithm of secondary school super-efficiency scores as the dependent variable in a regression model. The second stage regression model provided statistically testable, estimated parameters which explained the variation in the schools’ DEA scores. Using this information, the authors concluded that schools perform better meeting their medium and long term objectives and that there was greater room for policy decisions to impact the short term level of education production.

Bardhan, Cooper, and Kumbhakar also used a joint DEA/regression based model to estimate parameters for a production function first using DEA to identify efficient and inefficient units (8). This efficiency information was subsequently used in a regression model with indicator variables for the two populations of DMUs. Using a simulation model of a known production function, the authors concluded that classical statistics based techniques were not able to accurately estimate the true parameters of the production function. However, when the efficiency information from DEA was used in conjunction with regression based techniques, the estimated parameters for the efficient production function were statistically accurate.

Thomas also used a two stage DEA and goal programming model to estimate the parameters of an industry-wide, efficient production function for US Army Recruiting
battalions (50). Using a Multiplicative DEA model and facet analysis, the author identified a Robustly Efficient Comparison Set of DMUs. These efficient DMUs were then used in a goal programming model to estimate the parameters for a frontier production function. The estimated parameters from the model were used to conduct sensitivity analysis and estimate the marginal returns of varying levels of resources. This specific USAREC model was known as the FAARR-SHARE model. Charnes et al. used a similar model to estimate parameters for an efficient parametric production function for the Latin American airline industry (20).

Golany and Yu developed a goal programming-discriminant function to estimate an empirical production function based on DEA results (29). The authors identified efficient DMUs using an additive DEA model and then used a goal programming model to estimate the parameters of a Translog discriminant function. The discriminant function selects a separating hyper-plane which both segregates the inefficient and efficient DMUs into two groups and attempts to maximize the distance between the two respective groups. Golany and Yu then conducted a simulation analysis with a known production function in an attempt to demonstrate that their two stage model could outperform regression based techniques in retrieving the original parameters of the production function. Although their discriminant goal-programming model did out perform the regression based approaches, it was not able to accurately estimate the parameters for the known production function (29:181).

Two additional DEA models deal with the allocation of resources at the macro or industry level. These models may be classified as DEA-Resource Allocation Models
(DEA-RAM). First, Golany, Phillips, and Rousseau suggest reallocating resources at the macro level by constructing a mathematical program using DMU effectiveness indices to prioritize the allocation of resources (27). The effectiveness indices represent a DMU’s efficiency transforming inputs into outputs compared to the average DMU. The effectiveness indices are computed for each DMU for each input and each output. The mathematical program’s objective function uses the DMU’s efficiency score and effectiveness indices to weight the allocation of resources between DMUs. The authors use an empirical example that demonstrates, in most cases, efficient DMUs were allocated increased resources which were proportionately taken from inefficient DMUs (27:8-9).

The second DEA-RAM model, developed by Golany and Tamir, uses a single mathematical program which combines an Additive DEA model with a weighted penalty function. The penalty function incorporates three competing objectives of efficiency, effectiveness, and equality in the allocation of resources (28). The authors define efficiency in the classical DEA context. Effectiveness is defined as the ability to produce some percentage of output given a fixed resource input—say graduate at least 85% of the school population. Equality is defined as the percentage change in a particular resource for a particular DMU from current levels to the levels prescribed by the DEA-RAM model. This objective ensures no DMU is allocated an inordinate amount of some resource at the expense of another DMU. Golany and Tamir demonstrate their DEA-RAM model using a simulation of a known production function.

As the DEA literature suggests, the DEA methodology is well developed, documented, and regarded within the Operations Research and Economics community as a descriptive
analytical tool. However, as a prescriptive tool, DEA based models are still in their infancy. The use of a non-parametric technique such as DEA to derive parameters for specific functional forms may be inappropriate due to model misspecification and the possible stochastic nature of input and output variables. We must remember that the parameters’ estimates derived from DEA models represent a single observation from a single DMU for a specific time period and may not be indicative of the true, long term nature of the production frontier for all DMUs.

2.6 FAARR Model Background

As previously mentioned, the United States Army Recruiting Command (USAREC) contracted the Center for Cybernetic Studies at the University of Texas at Austin to develop the Forecast and Allocation of Army Recruiting Resources (FAARR) decision support system. The model was developed to provide USAREC with a rapid response methodology to forecast active Army high quality Graduate Senior Male Alpha (GSMA) contract production given fixed levels of resources, or forecast required resource levels given a fixed goal of GSMA enlistment contracts (13:5).

Traditionally, GSMA contracts are the hardest to recruit and require the most resources-- in both recruiter time and bonus or college incentives-- per contract compared to other lower quality recruits (13:5). Because the Army’s Recruiting Command (USAREC) is organized into five brigades with 41 battalions, there are 41 DMUs in the FAARR model. Each DMU represents a separate battalion with a specific assigned
geographic area based upon the density of the DMU’s client population and political boundaries.

The FAARR model uses a two stage DEA/optimization routine as depicted in Figure 2.11. The DEA virtual multipliers for each of the 41 recruiting battalions are calculated using linear programming within General Algebraic Modeling System software (14). The GAMS DEA model uses a Multiplicative, super efficiency, dual DEA model formulation. The virtual multipliers from the GAMS DEA model are used as estimated parameters for each battalion’s production function in the FAARR model’s second optimization phase. An EXCEL spreadsheet is used in the second phase optimization to forecast contract output or resource requirements given the DEA multipliers, resource levels, and market conditions.

Figure 2.11: Army Forecast and Allocation of Recruiting Resources (FAARR) Model

The input and output data used in this research is quarterly data from 1st Quarter FY96 thru the 3rd Quarter FY97 and was supplied by the USAREC. The single DEA output is the number of GSMA contracts (GSMA). The eight DEA inputs are:

1. The number of On-station Producing Recruiters (OPR)
2. The national advertising Gross Rating Points (GRP) for broadcast (TVGRP)
3. The national advertising Gross Rating Points for radio (RADGRP)
4. The national advertising Gross Rating Points for print (MAGGRP)
5. The local advertising expenditures (LOCAL$)
6. The number of Department of Defense (DoD) sister service recruiters (DODREC)
7. The unemployment rate (UNEMP)
8. The 17-21 year old male population (POP)

The general term “recruiting resources” is used to refer to all eight input variables.

In an economic or materials production paradigm, we can think of the population of a recruiting battalion’s area as the raw materials with which the recruiters (labor) will use their advertising dollars and GRPs (capital or, in a sense, factory machinery) to produce an output or product (GSMA contracts). The other two inputs-- competing DoD recruiters and local unemployment level-- define the competitive environment in which the Army recruiters work.

Several model variables are deterministic in nature. For example, the number of enlistment contracts is deterministic. The possibility of measurement or stochastic error is small. Similarly, the number of on station recruiters is also deterministic. Recruiters are intensely managed and monthly each battalion accurately reports the number of recruiters on formal unit strength reports.

However, four of the input variables are estimates of unknown actual values and are therefore stochastic--the 17-21 year old male population and Gross Rating Points for television, radio, and print. Area population data is supplied from commercial sources and is based upon forecasts using econometric models calibrated from the 1990 census.
Although the population forecast methods are very precise and generally accepted as accurate, they do possess a small amount of estimation variability.

Unfortunately, the Gross Rating Point (GRP) estimates for all media types are not as precise. These estimates are based upon sample Nielsen ratings obtained from families participating in the Nielsen research program throughout the United States. Nielsen ratings are obtained through the use of estimates and contain both sampling error and non-sampling error (41:43). Estimates of these distributions' variance for the historical data were not available from USAREC or the contracted advertising agency, Young and Rubicam. However, telephone conversations with Nielsen statisticians and the USAREC staff support an assumption that all estimates are normally distributed and accurate within plus or minus ten percent of the estimate.

The DEA model in the first stage of the FAARR model calculates the efficiency and derives the virtual multipliers for each of the 41 battalions. The model uses the natural logarithm of the input and output variable data and a linear program in the form:

\[
\text{Maximize: } z = y_k w - \sum_i x_k v_i + u_o \quad (1)
\]

subject to:
\[
y_j w - \sum_i x_j v_i + u_o \leq 0, \quad j=1,\ldots,n, \quad j \neq k \quad (2)
\]

\[
LB_i \leq v_i / \sum v_i \leq UB_i \quad i = 1,\ldots,m \quad (3)
\]

\[
LB \leq w \leq UB \quad (4)
\]

\[
LB_{iw} \leq v_i / w \leq UB_{iw} \quad \text{for all } i \quad (5)
\]

\[
\sum v_i = 1 \quad (6)
\]

where
\[ z = \text{estimated efficiency of battalion } k \]
\[ y_k = \text{natural logarithm of GSMA contract production (output) for battalion } k \]
\[ x_{ik} = \text{natural logarithm of recruiting resource (input) } i \text{ for battalion } k \]
\[ w = \text{virtual multiplier for output} \]
\[ v_i = \text{virtual multiplier for input } i \]
\[ u_0 = \text{intercept term for battalion } k \]
\[ n = \text{total number of battalions being evaluated} \]

This linear program is used \( n \) times to estimate the efficiency score for each battalion.

The objective function (1) calculates the recruiting battalion’s technical efficiency by maximizing the difference between the weighted natural logarithm of the output and the weighted natural logarithm of the inputs. The literature refers to Equations (3) through (5) as linked cone constraints. Equations (3) and (4) simply constrain the range of the DEA virtual multipliers. Equation (5) constrains the value of pairs of virtual multipliers. Equation (6) normalizes the sum of the input variables’ (recruiting resources) weights.

This DEA model formulation is essentially a variant of the DEA VRS Multiplicative dual formulation with additional constraints on the virtual multipliers.

It is important to note the current GAMS DEA model mathematical formulation severely constrains the feasible values of the DEA virtual multipliers. Although individually constraints (Equations 3-6) may appear innocuous, combined they are very restrictive. This issue is analyzed in detail in Chapter 3.

Once the analyst uses the GAMS program to calculate the DEA virtual multipliers and efficiency scores for the battalions, this data is entered into the second stage EXCEL spreadsheet model. This second phase optimization model uses the DEA virtual multipliers to estimate a separate Cobb-Douglas production function for each of the 41 DMUs. The spreadsheet model has three modes. The analyst can:
1. Forecast enlistment contract production given a fixed number of recruiters and advertising dollars

2. Estimate the minimum required number of recruiters to meet a specified enlistment contract goal given a fixed number of advertising dollars.

3. Estimate the minimum amount of advertising needed to meet a specified enlistment contract goal given a fixed number of recruiters.

For this research, the author evaluated the model's first mode--forecasting the number of enlistment contracts given a fixed number of recruiters and advertising dollars.

The second phase EXCEL spreadsheet optimization model allows for allocation of the annual advertising budget to each quarter, battalion, and type of advertising medium based upon user preferences and the historical resource allocation for each recruiting battalion. The stated objective is to optimize the number of contracts (or mission) assigned to each recruiting battalion in order to maximize the total contract production across USAREC constrained by the individual recruiting battalion's calculated efficiency and virtual multipliers. It is important to recognize that if a battalion is only 80% efficient and we increase resources to that battalion, the model assumes the battalion will produce more output, but only at its estimated 80% efficiency. This recognizes the assumption that battalions with less than efficient performance will continue to perform in that manner (13:5). Additionally, the EXCEL model in this mode does not re-allocate resources from less efficient to more efficient battalions in order to maximize its forecasts. The model allocates total recruiter and advertising resources based upon a DMU's HISTORICAL PERCENTAGE of the total USAREC resources.

The optimization formulation for the EXCEL spreadsheet is:
Maximize: \[ \sum_{j} y_j \] (7)

subject to:

\[ y_j w^* - \sum_{i} x_{ij} v_i^* + u_{o}^* = z^* , \quad j=1,...,n, \] (8)

\[ (1-B_j)Y_j \leq y_j \leq (1 + B_j)Y_j , \quad j = 1,...,n \] (9)

where

- \( z^* \) = DEA estimated efficiency of battalion \( k \)
- \( y_j \) = natural logarithm of GSMA contract production (output) for battalion \( j \)
- \( x_{ij} \) = natural logarithm of forecasted recruiting resource (input) \( i \) for battalion \( j \)
- \( w^* \) = DEA estimated virtual multiplier for output
- \( v_i^* \) = DEA estimated virtual multiplier for input \( i \)
- \( u_{o}^* \) = DEA estimated intercept term for battalion \( j \)
- \( n \) = total number of battalions being evaluated
- \( Y_j \) = current contract production for recruiting battalion \( j \)
- \( B_j \) = allowable percentage change from the current contract production for battalion \( j \)

The objective function maximizes the sum of the output for all 41 recruiting battalions.

Equation (8) constrains the individual battalion to produce in accordance with its DEA determined production function from the first stage GAMS DEA model. Equation (9) constrains the forecasted output to remain within an arbitrary region. This constraint may be used to ensure a battalion does not receive a mission vastly greater than, or less than, its historic production. In its current formulation, the FAARR model does not contain equation (9). Including this equation may cause an infeasible solution for the mathematical program.

The specification of the FAARR model's second phase optimization program is similar to a more traditional, parametric, Cobb-Douglas efficient frontier benchmarking approach used by Horsky and Nelson (31). Horsky and Nelson derived their parameter estimates
(coefficients) not from DEA methods, but from a robust, Minimum Absolute Deviation (MAD) model which measures deviation from the efficient frontier. Horsky and Nelson estimated an efficient frontier sales production function for a sales firm with 230 salesmen organized in 26 separate sales districts. Their statistical and boot-strapped residual tests of the efficient frontier sales force production function provide anecdotal evidence for the correct specification of the FAARR model's second phase optimization routine.
III. Methodology

3.1 Introduction

As already discussed, the literature has not fully established the statistical foundation and specific probability distributions for DEA efficiency scores. Even if this theory were available, it would be of limited use in estimating the variance of total contract production using the FAARR model and estimating the subsequent confidence intervals for the model's GSMA forecasts. The FAARR model uses two separate, deterministic models to forecast total GSMA contract production. The DMU efficiency scores are just one of eleven statistics estimated in the first phase of the model. The DEA efficiency scores, in conjunction with the input and output virtual multipliers, determine the individual DMU production functions used in the second, optimization phase of the model. We not only need to explore the accuracy of the DEA efficiency scores, but we also require the distributions of the DMU virtual multipliers.

Most of the methodology and heuristics for conducting DEA sensitivity analysis assume the stability of the individual DEA efficiency scores. Existing theory does not address the sensitivity of the DEA virtual multipliers and how the virtual multipliers affect contract production forecasts.

If statistical theory for both the efficiency estimates and virtual multipliers were developed, calculating the variance of the forecasted contract production using statistics would still be intractable. The optimization routine used in the second phase of the FAARR model requires 451 estimates—eleven each for 41 DMUs. This includes the eight
input variables, the production function constant--or intercept--term, the individual DMU efficiency score, and the single output variable. In terms of a statistical model, this would require estimating, accounting for the interaction, and calculating statistical confidence intervals for 451 separate random variables. In short, at some future time an analytical or statistical solution may be possible, but may not be practical.

As stated, the first purpose of this research is to verify and validate the FAARR model and determine the accuracy and robustness of the model’s forecasts. Because there are no analytical methods to estimate the standard error of the DEA derived parameter estimates, in order to validate the FAARR model, four primary tests of model accuracy and robustness were conducted.

1. The resource input and production output data set was analyzed.
2. Sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the change in production forecasts due to changes in the DEA model virtual multipliers constraints and changes in aggregate recruiting resource levels.
3. Validation forecasts were made using three separate quarters of actual resource and production data to estimate the accuracy of the model’s forecasts.
4. Finally, simulated data from a specified production function was used to determine the accuracy of the FAARR model’s parameter and efficiency score estimates.

3.2 Input Data Analysis

The 1st Quarter FY97 data for the 41 DMUs was screened using Chebyshev’s inequality in accordance with Sengupta’s heuristic (44:17). This non-parametric test is
used to determine if the data set is homogenous and may be used to filter possibly
contaminated data for outliers (44:17). Since an analyst may not have accurate
information to identify the data set’s probability distributions, Sengupta suggests using
Chebyshev’s inequality. It is evident from the informal screening of the data that the
DMUs are not homogenous. The ranges on the resource inputs and contract outputs
varied substantially, approximately +/- 3 standard deviations from their means. Only four
specific pieces of data-- OPRs, local advertising expenditures, TV GRPs, and the
unemployment rate-- for three battalions were outside of the range of Chebyshev’s
inequality. These three recruiting battalions were not excluded from the data set because
the information obtained from these data points could prove potentially useful. However,
the high variance in the data indicated an increased probability an incorrect DEA model
formulation would incorrectly classify DMUs as technically efficient. Since DMUs at the
boundaries of the production set play a more important role in determining the empirical
efficient frontier, any stochastic or measurement error may bias the efficient frontier
estimates (44:17).

Kurskal-Wallis non-parametric tests were conducted on four recent quarters of data
(3rd Quarter FY96 thru 2nd Quarter FY97). These tests indicated a rejection of the null
hypothesis at the .05 level that the four different quarters of data came from the same
distributions for the following variables: estimated DEA efficiency scores, GSMAs, all
GRPs, local advertising dollars, and DoD recruiters. This indicates that there is an
underlying trend in the data.
3.3 *DEA Model Linear Programming Constraint and Resource Level Sensitivity Analysis*

As already stated, most current research into the sensitivity analysis of DEA models is concerned with the sensitivity of the DEA efficiency scores and not the sensitivity of the DEA virtual multipliers. However, because both the virtual multipliers and the efficiency scores from the GAMS DEA model are used in the second stage, prescriptive optimization model, we must investigate these parameters' sensitivity to changes in the linear constraints of the DEA model. Similarly, we can investigate the change in the contract production forecast for changes in the aggregate amount of recruiting resources. For example, suppose we expect a "salami slice" 5% reduction in available recruiters, local advertising dollars, and national advertising due to budgetary constraints. What would be the corresponding percentage change in the FAARR model’s GSMA contract forecast?

First, the sensitivity of the FAARR model forecasts to changes in the DEA model virtual multiplier constraints was analyzed. The assumption of an empirical Cobb-Douglas production function for the Army recruiting process in the second stage of the FAARR model translates into a distinct physical and economic interpretation. The parameter estimates for the Cobb-Douglas production function determine the output elasticities for that specific resource (18: 3747). The sum of the input resource elasticities determines if the industry is functioning at decreasing, constant, or increasing returns to scale (54:329). If the sum of the input resource elasticities is greater than one, the industry is IRS, if it is equal to one, the industry is CRS, and if it is less than one the industry is DRS. The ratio of the estimated input resource elasticities determine the Marginal Rates of Substitution (MRS) between resources (6:34). Thus, if the Cobb-Douglas estimated parameter for
population is 0.18 and the estimated parameter for the television GRP is 0.06, then the estimated MRS for one additional 17-21 year old is three television GRPs. Since the DEA virtual multipliers from the GAMS DEA model are explicitly used as Cobb-Douglas parameter estimates in the second stage EXCEL model, any DEA linear program constraint which limits the value of the virtual multipliers in the DEA model also limits the value of the Cobb-Douglas parameters in the EXCEL model.

Equations (3), (4), (5), and (6) are virtual multiplier constraints in the DEA linear program and limit the value of the eight input and one output virtual multipliers. Specifically, in the current FAARR DEA model Equation (3) constrains the sum of the virtual multipliers for all GRPs to be less than the virtual multiplier for Population (referred to from now on as Constraint Set 1) and constrains any input virtual multipliers to be less than three times any other input virtual multiplier (Constraint Set 2). Equation (5) also ensures the virtual multiplier for the contract output (GSMAs) is less than three times and greater than 1/3 of any other virtual multiplier (Constraint Set 3). Finally, Equation (6) constrains the sum of all virtual multipliers to equal one (Constraint Set 4).

As already stated, these constraint sets not only limit the value of the DEA virtual multipliers--and limit the estimated efficiency scores for each DMU--but they also limit the value of the estimated parameters used in the second stage Cobb-Douglas production function. For instance, by normalizing the input virtual multipliers and constraining their sum to be equal to one (Constraint Set 4), the model invokes a constant returns to scale for all inputs. However, the GAMS DEA model was formulated as a VRS Multiplicative model. Similarly, in the DMU parametric production functions used in the second stage
of the model, Constraint Set 2 limits the MRS for any two resources to be less than three. This means an additional recruiter (OPR) can be worth no more than $3.00 in local advertising-- a dubious constraint at best.

Although restraining the virtual multipliers has a specific economic and managerial implication, the authors of the FAARR model provided no justifiable explanation for the arbitrary values of the virtual multipliers' constraint sets. A summary of the analysis of the total effect of the linked cone constraints is depicted in Table 3.1. The second and third columns indicate the feasible upper and lower bounds for each resource input variable. The fourth and fifth columns represent the actual bounds for the 1st QTR FY97 data set. As the table indicates, the range of values the input virtual multipliers may attain due to the sets of linked cone constraints is severely limited. Again, any virtual multiplier constraint has a specific economic interpretation and may result in invalid model estimates. The FAARR DEA model may be over constrained.

Table 3.1: Recruiting Resource DEA Virtual Multiplier Bounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Input Variable</th>
<th>Theoretical Lower Bound</th>
<th>Theoretical Upper Bound</th>
<th>Actual Lower Bound</th>
<th>Actual Upper Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recruiters</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television GRPs</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
<td>0.0838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio GRPs</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
<td>0.0838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print GRPs</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
<td>0.0838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Advertising</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD Recruiters</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment Rate</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>0.2143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>0.1667</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1875</td>
<td>0.2514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to estimate the sensitivity of the GSMA production forecast to changes in the virtual multiplier constraints and changes in recruiting resources, Constraint Sets 1, 2, and 3 were systematically relaxed one at a time. Then all virtual multiplier constraints, to include Constraint Set 4, were removed from the DEA linear program. The 1st Quarter FY97 data set was used as a baseline. GSMA contract production was forecasted with the second stage of the FAARR model and the calculated virtual multipliers using four different levels of recruiting resources: the actual recruiting resources for 1st Quarter FY97, a 5% increase in recruiters and television GRPs, a 10% increase in recruiters and television GRPs, and a 15% increase in recruiters and television GRPs. The increases in the two recruiting resources were not unrealistic scenarios given recent increases in total USAREC recruiter and advertising budgets.

The results of the sensitivity analysis are displayed in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. Table 3.2 indicates the forecasted GSMA production and Table 3.3 indicates the forecasts’ percentage change from actual production, referred to as the baseline. As Table 3.2 indicates, when the virtual multiplier Constraint Sets 1, 2, and 3 were relaxed, forecasted GSMA contract production changed. Without any virtual multiplier constraints or without the GSMA virtual multiplier constraint, the FAARR model could not find a feasible solution to the second stage linear program. Although the 1st stage DEA model can estimate efficiency scores for the DMUs, the 41 equality constraints in Equation (8) of the second stage, EXCEL spreadsheet model could not be satisfied unless forecasted contract production for certain DMUs was negative.
Table 3.2: GSMA Contract Forecast Sensitivity Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAARR DEA Model Virtual</th>
<th>GSMA Forecast w/ change in OPR &amp; TVGRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiplier Constraint Change</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original FAARR model</td>
<td>7872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSMA Vrt. Mult. &lt;2&quot; Any Input Vrt. Mult.</td>
<td>7882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSMA Vrt. Mult. &lt;10&quot; Any Input Vrt. Mult.</td>
<td>7875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No GSMA Vrt. Mult. Constraint</td>
<td>Infeasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Vrt. Mult. &lt; 4&quot; Any Other Input Vrt. Mu</td>
<td>7853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Vrt. Mult. &lt; 8&quot; Any Other Input Vrt. Mu</td>
<td>7870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Input Variable Vrt. Mult. Constraint</td>
<td>7917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ªPopulation Vrt. Mult. &gt; Sum GRP Vrt. Mult</td>
<td>7884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No GRP Vrt. Mult.Constraint</td>
<td>7889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Virtual Multiplier Linked Cone Constraints</td>
<td>Infeasible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: GSMA Contract Forecast Percentage Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAARR DEA Model Virtual</th>
<th>% Change in Forecast w/ change in OPR &amp; TVGRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiplier Constraint Change</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original FAARR model</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSMA Vrt. Mult. &lt;2&quot; Any Input Vrt. Mult.</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSMA Vrt. Mult. &lt;10&quot; Any Input Vrt. Mult.</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No GSMA Vrt. Mult. Constraint</td>
<td>Infeasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Vrt. Mult. &lt; 4&quot; Any Other Input Vrt. Mu</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Vrt. Mult. &lt; 8&quot; Any Other Input Vrt. Mu</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Input Variable Vrt. Mult. Constraint</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ªPopulation Vrt. Mult. &gt; Sum GRP Vrt. Mult</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No GRP Vrt. Mult.Constraint</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Virtual Multiplier Linked Cone Constraints</td>
<td>Infeasible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As this sensitivity analysis indicates, the FAARR model forecasts are only slightly sensitive to the value of the virtual multiplier constraints in the DEA linear program as long as the forecasts use approximately the same level of recruiting resources as those used to estimate the DEA virtual multipliers. The maximum percentage change in total forecasted contract production was less than 1%. This analysis indicates the model is robust to changes in the virtual multiplier constraints assuming the forecasts use approximately the same recruiting resource levels as those used to compute the DEA virtual multipliers.

The FAARR model forecasts are more sensitive to changes in the virtual multiplier constraints when the recruiting resource levels deviate from the levels used to estimate the DEA virtual multipliers. Assuming a 5% increase in television GRPs and a 5% increase in
On-station Production Recruiters from 1st Quarter FY97 levels, using the currently formulated FAARR model, forecasted production increased by 7.94% compared to the baseline for a forecast of 8497 GSMA contracts\(^2\). Using a 5% increase in recruiting resources in the 2nd stage of the model and relaxing the virtual multiplier constraint sets in the 1st stage DEA model, forecasted contract production increased by as much as 10% from the baseline forecast. The sensitivity of the forecasted production to changes in the virtual multiplier constraints quickly increased as recruiting resource levels changed from those used to estimate the DEA virtual multipliers. With a 15% increase in recruiters and television GRPs, relaxing the virtual multiplier constraints resulted in drastically increased forecasts--from 49% to as much as 128% of actual production.

Additionally, the FAARR forecasts are also sensitive to changes in the aggregate level of all recruiting resources for every battalion. Again, using 1st Quarter FY97 recruiting resources and virtual multipliers as the baseline, the author varied all recruiting resources for all battalions by a fixed percentage from 75% to 125% of baseline levels. If the FAARR model could accurately forecast a CRS process, we would expect forecasted contract production to change in the same proportion as the aggregate resource levels. A 10% increase in resources for a CRS process would result in a 10% increase in forecasted contract production. This was not the case. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, a 5% decrease in all resources resulted in a 29.4% decrease in forecasted production. Similarly, a 5% increase in all resources resulted in a 42.74% increase in forecasted production. The forecasts were VRS, increasing throughout this range of resource variation. This simple

\(^2\) The FAARR DEA model is formulated as VRS. A 5% increase in only two of eight recruiting resources
sensitivity analysis indicates FAARR model forecasts are extremely sensitive to changes in the resource levels from those used to calculate the DEA virtual multipliers and efficiency scores. The FAARR forecasts are not robust to varying levels of recruiting resources.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 3.1: FAARR Model Resource Level Affect on Contract Production Forecast**

It is also important to recognize that the current FAARR 2nd stage, EXCEL mathematical model formulation is similarly very restrictive and does not optimize. The feasible solution space for the mathematical program without equation (9) is exactly one point. The 41 efficiency constraints (8) for the linear program are equality constraints. Since the DEA virtual multipliers \( w^* \) and \( v^* \) and DMU efficiency scores \( z^* \) are determined from the GAMS DEA model, and the recruiting resource allocation \( x_{ij} \) are based on a historical percentage of resources and user input, this linear program simultaneously solves the production function/efficiency constraints for the 41 battalions. This linear program can not actually optimize since there is only one unique solution to the program given any fixed allocation of resources. If the recruiting resources used in the

results in an 8% increase in forecasted production. A 10% increase in these two resources resulted in a 17% increase in forecasted production.
forecast are increased from their current levels and the battalions remain at their estimated
efficiency, then contract production has to increase to satisfy the production function
efficiency constraint (Equation 8). Similarly, if the recruiting resources used in the
forecasts are decreased for all battalions, then contract production has to decrease to
satisfy the production function efficiency constraint. If the maximizing function--
Maximize: $\sum_j y_j$ -- is replaced with the minimizing function-- Minimize $\sum_j y_j$ -- the
mathematical program's solution would be the same. Again, FAARR's 2nd stage EXCEL
spreadsheet optimization model can not optimize. It merely simultaneously solves the
production function efficiency constraints (Equation 8) for the 41 recruiting battalions.

3.4 FAARR Model Validation Forecasts of Actual Contract Production

One qualitative method to measure forecast model accuracy and validation
forecasting. This methodology can be described by the simple question: Can the model
accurately predict the past? Validation forecasts, referred to as \textit{ex post} forecasting (35:
209), allow the analyst to objectively measure the accuracy of a forecasting model by
using the model to predict what has actually already occurred. If a forecasting model can
not accurately predict the past, then it will probably not be able to accurately predict the
future.

Forecasts for the first, second, and third quarter of FY97 were calculated using the
actual resource allocation for the first three quarters of FY97 and the FAARR model
virtual multiplier and efficiency score estimates from preceding time periods in FY96.
Three estimates were made for each quarter using three different sets of DEA virtual
multipliers and efficiency scores. First, the DEA virtual multiplier and efficiency score estimates for the same quarter from the previous year were used. The authors of the FAARR model developed the model to use these estimates. Second, the DEA estimates from the immediately preceding quarter were used. Third, the average quarterly DEA estimates from the entire previous year were used. Using the DEA estimates from the immediately preceding quarter may induce undue seasonality into the FAARR forecast and result in a biased estimate for the following quarter. Non-parametric tests indicate some of the recruiting resource data may be seasonal. Similarly, using the average quarterly DEA estimates for the previous year may “smooth out” the seasonal component of the FAARR estimate and may again result in a biased estimate for that particular quarter.

As Measures Of Effectiveness (MOEs) to evaluate the various forecasting models, the overall model Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) for the sum of the forecasts for all 41 recruiting battalions, and the average and maximum MAPE across all 41 recruiting battalions was chosen. These statistics not only provide an indicator of overall model accuracy, but also express some measure of the variability of the estimates for each battalion. Table 3.4, Table 3.5, and Table 3.6 summarize the results of the validation forecasts.

Table 3.4: FAARR Model Forecast MOEs using DEA Virtual Multipliers from Same Quarter in Previous Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Overall MAPE</th>
<th>Average BN MAPE</th>
<th>Maximum BN MAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QTR 1 FY97</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QTR 2 FY97</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QTR 3 FY97</td>
<td>Infeasible</td>
<td>Infeasible</td>
<td>Infeasible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: FAARR Model Forecast MOEs using DEA Virtual Multipliers from Previous Quarter
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Overall MAPE</th>
<th>Average BN MAPE</th>
<th>Maximum BN MAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QTR 1 FY97</td>
<td>324,289</td>
<td>257,375</td>
<td>10,550,123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QTR 2 FY97</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>2,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QTR 3 FY97</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6: FAARR Model Forecast MOEs using Average DEA Virtual Multipliers for all Four Quarters from Previous Year

Analysis of the validation forecasts indicate none of the forecasts were adequate. The total overall model Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) from estimated versus actual production for the three forecasts ranged from 14% to almost 3,500 times actual production. The best overall model MAPE was 14% for the 1st Quarter FY97 forecast, but this forecast’s average battalion MAPE was 46% with a maximum MAPE of 153%. Although this specific model’s forecast overall MAPE was a relatively small 14%, the individual MAPEs for each battalion varied greatly from actual contract production.

For comparison, Table 3.7 contains the forecasts for the Naive Forecast 1 model for the first three quarters of FY97. The Naive Forecast 1 simply forecasts the upcoming quarters production using the actual production from the previous quarter. The model does not account for trend or seasonality. In essence, the Naive Forecast 1 is not a forecasting technique at all, but merely uses as a forecast the most recent information available concerning the battalions’ actual contract production (37:47). The difference in MAPE obtained from the Naive Forecast 1 and a more complicated forecasting model provides a measure of the improvement attainable using a more formal forecasting method (37:48). Although it is a simple forecasting technique, forecasts from the Naive Forecast 1 model were more accurate than the forecasts from the FAARR model for all MOEs.
Table 3.7: Recruiting Battalion Naive Forecast 1 Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Overall MAPE</th>
<th>Average BN MAPE</th>
<th>Maximum BN MAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QTR 1 FY97</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QTR 2 FY97</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QTR 3 FY97</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 FAARR Model Estimation of Production Function Parameters and DEA Efficiency Scores from the Simulation of a Known Production Function

Finally, the last technique used to evaluate the FAARR model involved the use of a simulation model to randomly assign efficiency scores and resource inputs to sets of simulated DMUs. These random inputs and efficiency scores were used with a known production function to calculate theoretical, known production output. The author then used the FAARR model to evaluate the set of randomly generated DMUs’ inputs and outputs in an attempt to retrieve the actual production function parameters and DMU efficiency scores. Although DEA methodology is a descriptive tool and was not developed to explicitly estimate the actual parameters of a function, the FAARR model explicitly uses DEA estimated virtual multipliers as model parameters to forecast production. Thus, the author evaluated the FAARR model’s ability to estimate function parameters and efficiency scores using a simulation of an actual production function. In their article on estimation of empirical production functions, Golany and Yu state (29:174):
"...one way for a frontier estimation technique to prove its credibility is to demonstrate its ability to retrieve the elements of the original function. As a minimal requirement, it should be able to retrieve the correct ordinal ranking of the input elasticities. A more demanding requirement would be to test the estimated function with the original inputs and measure the distance between the estimated and theoretical outputs."

The theory and methodology for using a simulation to measure the accuracy of a DEA model is depicted in an article by Banker, Chang, and Cooper (5). In their article, Banker, Chang, and Cooper compare the ability of Corrected Ordinary Least Squares (COLS), a translog function, and BCC and CCR formulated DEA models to estimate the true efficiencies of sets of simulated DMUs. The randomly selected amount of resource inputs for each DMU determined a theoretical “efficient” production using the Cobb-Douglas production function. This known efficient production was then multiplied by a random variable which decremented total production for 70% of the DMUs.

Applying a similar methodology to the FAARR DEA model, two simulation models of known production functions were constructed using GAMS software. Two different, Constant Returns to Scale (CRS), Cobb-Douglas production functions were used with random input resources selected from a multi-variate normal distribution estimated from actual 1st Quarter FY97 recruiting data. Model 1’s Cobb-Douglas production function had true parameters (coefficients) which were selected to not conform to the virtual multiplier linked cone constraints of the FAARR model. Model 2’s Cobb-Douglas production function had known function parameters which satisfied the fairly restrictive constraints of the FAARR model DEA formulation. The distribution of the random, actual or “true”, efficiency scores for DMU j is represented by the technical inefficiency term \( \eta_j \), (46:236), where \( \eta_j \in [0,1] \) and was selected from a truncated normal distribution.
estimated from the FAARR model DEA scores using historic data. The estimated normal
distribution parameters were such that approximately 11.2% of the DMUs are efficient.
No random error term was added to the model. Each simulation replication randomly
selected a resource input and efficiency vector for 41 DMUs. One hundred simulation
replications were conducted for each model. The mathematical formulation for the known
production functions were:

\[ y_j = \alpha_o \prod x_{ij}^{\beta_i} \eta_j \sum_i \beta_i = 1 \]

where

- \( y_j \) = output of simulated battalion \( j \)
- \( \alpha_o \) = production function intercept term
- \( x_{ij} \) = input \( i \) for simulated battalion \( j \)
- \( \beta_i \) = coefficient for input \( i \)
- \( \eta_j \) = known efficiency for simulated battalion \( j \) selected from truncated normal
distribution

These two models were deliberately constructed using specific random input variable
distributions, known parameters, and no random error, to mirror and also favor the
current FAARR DEA model formulation. The author hypothesized that by giving the
FAARR model the "benefit of the doubt" with regard to the simulation model formulation,
the FAARR model would accurately estimate the known simulated production function
parameters. However, this was not the case.

---

3 The FAARR DEA model was not formulated as a super-efficiency model in these simulations.
Theoretically, super-efficiency indicates the total percentage increase in resources for a particular DMU
for which the DMU would remain efficient if it produced no more output. Since no battalion can have an
actual efficiency greater than 1, a super-efficiency DEA model formulation would upwardly bias the Mean
Absolute Deviation (MAD) efficiency estimate from its true value. Evaluating the accuracy of the FAARR
model without the super-efficiency formulation will not change the efficiency scores for any inefficient
DMU.
The actual and estimated average efficiency scores and parameters for each model are depicted in Table 3.8. Additionally, the correlation coefficient between the actual and estimated efficiency and the model’s Average Percentage Error Rate (APER) for classification is listed. The APER in this context is similar to descriptive statistics used in discriminant analysis (34:230). The APER measures the relative number of times the FAARR model incorrectly classified a battalion as efficient when it was not efficient, or classified a battalion as inefficient when it was efficient. As these results indicate, the FAARR model was not able to accurately estimate the known, simulated production functions’ parameters or efficiency scores.

Table 3.8: Simulation Model Results Using FAARR Model to Estimate Efficiency Scores and Parameters from a Known Production Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE PARAMETER</th>
<th>MODEL 1 KNOWN</th>
<th>MODEL 1 ESTIMATE</th>
<th>MODEL 2 KNOWN</th>
<th>MODEL 2 ESTIMATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5.115</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>5.2944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPR</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1596</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.1549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV GRP</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.0665</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.0678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print GRP</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.0665</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.0678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio GRP</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.0665</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.0678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.1994</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.2033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Adv $</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.0878</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.0945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemp Rate</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.1577</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.1444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD Recruiters</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1963</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Efficiency Score</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.6421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation Coefficient</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not only were the average DEA estimated battalion efficiency scores drastically different from the actual simulated battalion efficiencies, the average correlation coefficient between each battalion’s actual and estimated efficiencies for the Model 1 and Model 2 were only 0.13 and 0.16, respectively. Since DEA models measure the relative
efficiency of a set of battalions, we can not expect the estimated efficiencies to exactly correlate with the actual efficiencies. However, the FAARR model’s efficiency estimates’ correlation with the true efficiencies was strikingly low. In general, we can conclude a DEA model formulation which has a higher correlation coefficient than another DEA model formulation is a more accurate model (46:243). Additionally, the FAARR model was not able to accurately estimate the simulated production functions’ known parameters. FAARR model parameter estimates highlighted in gray were significantly different than the parameters’ true values.

A final Measure Of Effectiveness (MOE) is APER: the ability of each model to accurately identify the efficient and inefficient battalions. This is a common use of many DEA models. A simulated battalion is incorrectly classified if the DEA model classifies the battalion as efficient when it is not efficient or if the model classifies an inefficient battalion as efficient. The FAARR model incorrectly classified 13% and 14% of the simulated battalions for each production function, respectively. Table 3.9 and Table 3.10 present the confusion matrices for Model 1 and Model 2, respectively. The tables indicate the average number of the 41 simulated battalions incorrectly and correctly classified from all 100 simulation replications. For example, on average the simulation generated 4.18 efficient battalions and Model 1 classified 3.97 of these efficient battalions as inefficient. Similarly, on average the simulation generated 36.82 inefficient battalions and Model 1 incorrectly classified 1.65 of these battalions as efficient. Each model incorrectly classified efficient battalions as inefficient 95% of the time and incorrectly classified inefficient battalions as efficient 5% of the time. We would expect a VRS DEA model such as the
FAARR model to overestimate the efficiency of battalions generated from a CRS process. However, this was not the case. Average DEA estimated efficiency was less than the average true battalion efficiency. Again, it appears the DEA linked cone constraints may be overly constraining the values of the virtual multipliers, resulting in decreased DEA estimated efficiency scores and the majority of efficient battalions being classified as inefficient.

Table 3.9: Simulation Model 1 Confusion Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAARR DEA Classification</th>
<th>Actual Classification</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>Not Efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Efficient</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>35.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>36.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.10: Simulation Model 2 Confusion Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAARR DEA Classification</th>
<th>Actual Classification</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>Not Efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Efficient</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>35.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>36.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, using the second simulated production function, the author increased the aggregate resource level for all battalions and used the FAARR model to forecast contract production. Since the simulation was a CRS production function, a 5% increase in resources resulted in an actual 5% increase in production. However, as depicted in Figure 3.2, the FAARR model forecasts were VRS and increasing throughout the range of resources used for the forecasts. A 5% increase in recruiting resources resulted in a 27.2% increase in forecasted production. This analysis indicates that if the actual production process is not VRS, FAARR model forecasts will not be accurate. The FAARR model incorrectly attributed the simulated battalions’ less than efficient
production to a change in returns-to-scale and not to actual battalion inefficiency. This may be the cause of some of the inaccuracy in the FAARR model’s forecasts when recruiting resource levels are increased.
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Figure 3.2 FAARR Forecast Evaluation of Simulated Function

3.6 FAARR Model Validation Summary

In summary, the author used sensitivity analysis, back forecasting, and simulation of a known production function to quantitatively and qualitatively estimate the accuracy and robustness of FAARR model forecasts. The sensitivity analysis demonstrated the FAARR model contract production forecast is sensitive to both the linked cone constraints of the GAMS DEA model and any changes in recruiting resource levels from those used to estimate the DEA model. Without any constraints on the virtual multipliers, the FAARR model could not find a feasible solution for the production forecast. Using actual 1st Quarter FY97 recruiting resources as a baseline, a relatively small 5% increase in the aggregate level of all recruiting resources resulted in a 42.74% increase in forecasted production. This analysis indicates the FAARR model may not be useful for “what if” analysis when forecasts’ recruiting resources change from their current levels.
The FAARR model was also not able to accurately forecast actual contract production for the first three quarters of FY97. Large forecast estimates' MAPEs were mainly due to large forecast errors for specific battalions, indicating the FAARR model can not accurately predict contract production for individual recruiting battalions.

Finally, using two simulation models of known production functions, the FAARR model was not able to accurately estimate the actual battalion efficiency scores, the actual production function parameters, or accurately classify battalions as efficient or inefficient. The FAARR model incorrectly classified efficient battalions as inefficient 95% of the time. Using data from one of the simulated CRS production function, a relatively small 5% increase in the aggregate level of all recruiting resources resulted in a 27.2% increase in forecasted production. Although estimating the underlying production function parameters is not necessarily important for a descriptive DEA model, the FAARR model was still not able to accurately discriminate between the simulated efficient and inefficient recruiting battalions. Additionally, the FAARR model assumes a VRS production process and efficiency scores and forecasts are calculated accordingly. If the actual underlying production process is not VRS, FAARR forecasts will not be accurate.

As already stated, DEA models are descriptive, non-parametric models-- they only indicate whether a DMU is efficient or inefficient. The DEA virtual multipliers are merely indicators of a resource’s relative value which the linear program uses to ultimately arrive at an efficiency score. These virtual multipliers are the result of a single observation of DMU performance and may be influenced by stochastic error, measurement error, or seasonality. The FAARR model’s second phase optimization routine explicitly uses these
virtual multipliers as parameters in a prescriptive mathematical forecasting model. As this analysis of the FAARR model indicates, use of numerical values from a non-parametric, descriptive model in a parametric, prescriptive model may be a dubious technique. Although the FAARR model may fit the existing recruiting data fairly well, attempts to forecast production using actual, but significantly different, levels of recruiting resources produced unacceptable results.

It seems in an attempt to use an unconventional mathematical model for both parameter estimation and forecasting, the FAARR model does neither very well. It may be more appropriate and more accurate for USAREC to use an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) based econometric model to estimate specific resource parameters and a separate, time-series, Box-Jenkins or smoothing model for forecasting contract production.

Further, the results of this analysis indicate the FAARR first phase DEA model may be misspecified. The DEA model may have irrelevant variables, may not include relevant variables, may be formulated with an inappropriate envelopment frontier, or the linked cone constraints for the virtual multipliers may be too restrictive. The next section describes a strategy which may be used to select an appropriate DEA model and reduce the probability of model misspecification.

3.7 A Method for Selecting an Accurate DEA Model Formulation

Although the current FAARR model has some specific limitations, the wealth of information available from DEA models should not be discounted or discarded. This
section describes a three phase strategy for selecting an accurate DEA model formulation using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression, and Monte-Carlo simulation. Efficiency information obtained by correctly identifying efficient and inefficient DMUs using an accurate DEA model formulation can then be used in other mathematical models to improve the accuracy of parameter estimates or contract production forecasts.

The advantages of this type of combined DEA/OLS model for production function estimation is outlined in an article by Bardhan, Cooper, and Kumbhakar (8). In simulation studies, use of DEA information to improve OLS models resulted in more accurate parameter estimates (8:25).

In order to identify the most accurate—and thus the most appropriate—DEA model formulation, the analyst not only needs to identify the appropriate input and output variables, but he/she also needs to identify the most appropriate form of the envelopment frontier—either Additive, BCC, CCR, Multiplicative, etc. Selection of a specific envelopment frontier also makes explicit assumptions concerning industry-wide returns to scale. For example, if a CCR formulation is used, a Constant Returns-to-Scale (CRS) process is assumed. Similarly, a BCC formulation assumes Varying Returns-to-Scale (VRS). Incorrect choice of the shape of the DEA envelopment frontier may lead to inaccurate efficiency estimates.

The three phase Principal Component Analysis / OLS / Monte-Carlo Simulation strategy is summarized as follows:
• First, use Principal Component Analysis and/or an OLS model to identify the relevant input variables.

• Second, use an OLS model or frontier estimation model containing the relevant input variables as an estimate for an appropriate “rough cut” production function.

• Third, use a simulation of this estimated production function to select the most accurate envelopment frontier for the DEA model formulation.

This specific DEA model formulation is used to identify efficient DMUs. The information provided from the accurate DEA model formulation can then be used with dummy variables in another OLS model to improve model fit and increase the accuracy of parameter estimates or forecasts (8:2). The strategy may be repeated if the new OLS model suggests including additional variables in the DEA model.

In the first phase of the strategy, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and OLS are used as screening tools to “weed out” grossly inappropriate input variables for the subsequent DEA model. Although DEA models are not as prone to the deleterious effects of mis-specification as traditional statistical methods (47:112), care should be taken to not recklessly use all available data. Relevant input variables should be chosen on the basis of data accuracy, minimal data intercorrelation, and from data which is known to be related either “statistically, experientially, or conceptually” to the production process (16:427).

Given a fixed number of DMUs to evaluate, as the number of input and output variables increases, DEA can fail to discriminate between efficient and inefficient DMUs due to the increased dimensionality of the solution space (46:238). Inclusion of an irrelevant variable in a DEA formulation may also affect the model’s ability to discriminate
between efficient and inefficient DMUs. Including an irrelevant variable increases the number of constraints in the DEA linear programming formulation and therefore can not reduce, but may increase, estimated efficiency (46:241). A misspecified DEA model may rate a DMU which utilizes a small amount of an irrelevant resource as efficient. However, if the same DMU were to be evaluated in the correctly specified, lower dimensional space representing only the relevant input variables, that DMU may no longer be efficient. Conversely, omitting a relevant variable from a DEA model formulation may result in a reduction in estimated efficiency (46:239). In summary, too many input variables or an inappropriate choice of input variables may hide the true, efficient frontier.

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and OLS can be used to screen the available input variables to select the most relevant subset of variables to include in the DEA model formulation. PCA is a factor analysis method used as a data reduction technique or as a tool to assess the underlying dimensionality of multi-variate data. PCA is commonly used to screen a set of potential variables for further statistical analysis (34:238). Analysts can use PCA to identify a less correlated (orthogonal) subset from a larger set of highly correlated data (34:238). Although the total number of variables may be reduced, much of the original data's variance information is maintained (23:23). The factor loadings matrix and eigenvalues for each factor are determined using fundamental matrix algebra with the input variable correlation matrix. Any input variable which does not highly load on the most important factors-- as determined by the largest eigenvalues-- may not be a relevant or significant variable to subsequently use in a DEA model.
Similarly, the analyst can conduct initial variable screening using step-wise OLS procedures. The analyst could include variables in the DEA model which may be significant in the OLS model at only the .15 or .25 level, but are not statistically significant at the .05 or .10 level. The variables included in the DEA model may not be statistically significant at an appropriate level in the OLS model, but they may be pertinent nonetheless--as proven by past experience, theory, or expert opinion.

Using the relevant variables selected from the PCA and OLS screening, the analyst constructs an approximate OLS or efficient frontier model of the production function. This mathematical model is an approximation of the true relationships between the input and output variables.

There is some discussion in the literature on the semantic definition of a production function. If we simply define a production function as the approximate mathematical relationship between a set of input variables and a set of output variables, then OLS regression techniques can be used to estimate this input to output relationship. Deviations between the actual and estimated function may be both positive and negative and these deviations can be attributed to inefficiency, stochastic error, or units producing at more than 100% efficiency. However, most authors define a production function in a more exact and restrictive manner. Production functions may be defined as the function which represents only maximal or technically efficient production (38:174). Therefore, no unit can be more than 100% efficient. If we define a production function as the efficient input to output relationship, OLS can not be used to estimate the production function (2:268-269). Only frontier regression, stochastic frontiers, or other frontier estimation techniques
can be used to approximate this functional relationship. Using these types of models, any deviation from the efficient frontier is assumed to be due to inefficiency or stochastic error (31:305-306).

We are interested in approximating this functional relationship for use in a simulation in order to select the most accurate DEA envelopment frontier. No matter what technique is used to estimate the production function used in the simulation, we are primarily interested in approximating the input to output variable relationship using relevant variables which accurately estimate returns-to-scale.

Due to the DEA assumptions of Pareto-optimality and concave, monotonic functional forms, any variable with an OLS estimated coefficient which is negative should be closely examined before it is included in the simulation or DEA model. Theoretically, any increase in resource input should not decrease production. At the very worst, production should remain the same--otherwise the function would not be monotonic. If an inverse relationship between an input variable and an output variable is suggested by relevant economic theory or expert opinion, the analyst can rescale the input data. For example, theory may prescribe that when evaluating the relative efficiency of insurance salesmen, an increase in competing salesmen in a certain area actually reduces production of insurance sales. The variable representing number of competing insurance salesmen may be modeled by taking the inverse of the actual number of competitive salesmen. This guarantees the production relationship for competing salesmen will be monotonic. Presence of a negative OLS estimated coefficient for an increasing resource may also indicate collinearity of the input data (23:273).
The third phase of the PCA/OLS/Monte-Carlo Simulation strategy involves using the approximate OLS or frontier regression estimated production function in a Monte-Carlo simulation. The purpose of the simulation is to identify the most accurate envelopment frontier for use in the DEA model formulation. The estimated function in the simulation can be thought of as a relatively close approximation to the true but unknown functional relationships between the observed resource inputs and actual produced outputs. The DEA model formulation which most accurately estimates the efficiency of the simulated DMUs producing according to this production function should also be the most accurate DEA model formulation to estimate the efficiency of the actual DMUs.

Economic theory or past experience may prescribe the most appropriate form of the DEA envelopment frontier--i.e., Multiplicative to represent known, VRS, Cobb-Douglas production or CCR for known, CRS production. For instance, it would make intuitive sense to use a Multiplicative DEA model to determine efficient units in the natural gas pipeline industry because this specific industry demonstrates increasing marginal productivity (15:44). However, we can use the simulation model to evaluate any envelopment frontier-- BCC, CCR, Multiplicative with or without intercept, or Additive--or different virtual multiplier linked cone constraints for a specific envelopment frontier.

The simulation model should represent the real world system as accurately as possible. The DMU sample size for each iteration should approximate the actual number of DMUs under evaluation. Similarly, the amount of resource input for each variable should approximate the actual resource usage for the DMUs under evaluation. The random variables used in the simulation to represent the inputs or resources should accurately
reflect not only the marginal distributions for each input, but also any joint distribution—or covariance—between the inputs (36:504). Simulation studies of known production functions indicate the level of covariance between input variables affects the ability of DEA to discriminate between efficient and inefficient DMUs. If a DEA model is misspecified and a highly correlated, relevant variable is excluded, the remaining variables in the DEA model will still contain some information about the excluded variable due to the high correlation (46:246-247).

Similarly, the distribution of the simulated efficiency scores should replicate the distribution of the actual efficiency scores. However, the analyst does not know the number of efficient DMUs or distribution of the true efficiency scores. The average number of efficient DMUs may be approximated using ratio efficiency analysis, expert opinion, or other prior efficiency evaluations. Specifying 25% of the DMU population as efficient is consistent with many empirical DEA efficiency studies (8:4). Similarly, based on historic DEA results, many analysts recommend using exponential or half normal distributions to model DMU efficiency scores (8:13).

There are a large number of MOEs which may be used to evaluate and eventually select the appropriate form of the envelopment frontier. Three MOEs to evaluate the performance of DEA models are:

- Minimize normalized Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) of DEA estimated efficiency from actual efficiency
- Maximize the correlation coefficient between DEA estimated efficiency and actual efficiency
• Minimize the total number or average percentage of incorrectly identified DMUs

The normalized MAD from the actual efficiency scores is used in this research because different DEA model formulations use different metrics to measure the distance to the efficient frontier (16:34). While input oriented BCC and CCR formulations measure efficiency on a scale from 0 to 1, the Additive and Multiplicative models measure efficiency on a scale from $-\infty$ to 1. Normalizing these scores provides a more precise measure of the accuracy of each DEA model formulation when comparing the efficiency scores of different models.

Since DEA is a descriptive model and any calculated efficiency scores are relative measures based on the empirical envelopment frontier, correctly identifying efficient and inefficient DMUs may well be the most important measure for any DEA model. As already mentioned, a descriptive statistic which measures this accuracy is the Average Percent Error Rate (APER).

Based on the Monte-Carlo simulation results, the analyst selects the most accurate and appropriate DEA envelopment frontier. Combined with the results of the PCA/OLS analysis used to select the relevant input variables, the analyst can then construct an accurate DEA model formulation. The efficiency information obtained from this DEA model can be subsequently used in further analysis, including OLS estimation of a production function (8:8-10). This production function should be improved by the additional information the DEA analysis provides, and may be used for parameter estimation or forecasting. The amount of improvement the DEA information provides
may be objectively measured by the OLS model's increased adjusted $R^2$ and decreased forecast MAPEs both prior to and after including the DEA efficiency information.
IV. Results of the DEA Modeling Strategy

4.1 Identifying Relevant DEA Input Variables

The first stage of the DEA modeling strategy uses PCA and OLS to identify relevant variables to be used in the DEA model. Again, relevant variables are defined as “...somewhat related experientially, statistically, and/or conceptually to the production process.” (16:427). Using PCA on the eight recruiting resource variables used in the current FAARR DEA model for 3rd Quarter FY96 thru 2nd Quarter FY97, the author identified four underlying dimensions of the recruiting resource data. The factor loadings matrix, associated eigenvalues, and scree test are depicted below in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1. A variable is considered to heavily load on a factor if the absolute value of its score in the factor loadings matrix is greater than 0.5. Since the DoD Recruiter variable does not heavily load on any factor, it may not be a relevant variable for the DEA model.

Table 4.1: Recruiting Data PCA Factor Loadings Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Factor 1</th>
<th>Factor 2</th>
<th>Factor 3</th>
<th>Factor 4</th>
<th>Factor 5</th>
<th>Factor 6</th>
<th>Factor 7</th>
<th>Factor 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPR</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>7.22E-03</td>
<td>-0.103</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>-0.058</td>
<td>-0.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVGRP</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>-0.104</td>
<td>-0.087</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>-0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADGRP</td>
<td>-0.036</td>
<td>-0.338</td>
<td>-0.322</td>
<td>-0.222</td>
<td>4.16E-03</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGGRP</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCALS</td>
<td>-0.222</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>-0.178</td>
<td>-0.448</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>-0.387</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>-0.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODREC</td>
<td>-0.194</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>-1.68E-03</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-0.298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>-0.392</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>-0.779</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Using an OLS model to test the statistical significance of the time series and cross-sectional data for the eight recruiting resource variables resulted in a similar conclusion. A linear OLS model was used with indicator variables to adjust for seasonality. The DoD recruiter variable was only significant at the .97 level and the Television GRP variable was only significant at the .839 level (Table 4.2). Again, statistical evidence supports dropping these possibly irrelevant variables from the DEA model.

Table 4.2: OLS Statistical Significance Results for Recruiting Resource Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-1.036</td>
<td>6.88E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPR</td>
<td>1.057</td>
<td>1.00E-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVGRP</td>
<td>-0.00988</td>
<td>0.839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADGRP</td>
<td>-0.201</td>
<td>3.36E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGGRP</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCAL$</td>
<td>0.0293</td>
<td>0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODREC</td>
<td>-0.00937</td>
<td>0.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>0.0673</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEMP</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 2</td>
<td>-0.106</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 3</td>
<td>-0.161</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 4</td>
<td>-0.0893</td>
<td>0.0458</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, including the DoD recruiter in any OLS model or DEA model may result in problems with multicollinearity. Several diagnostic tests indicate the original eight
variable data set is highly correlated. First, as the correlation matrix in Table 4.3 indicates, the DoD Recruiter variable is highly negatively correlated with the dependent variable (GSMA contracts) and the OPR and population independent variables. However, the DoD Recruiter variable is not statistically significant in the OLS regression model (23:273). Second, the sum of the inverses of the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix equal 15.84. If the independent variables were all orthogonal—not correlated—this statistic would equal eight. Large values for this statistic indicate severe collinearity (23:274). Finally, the Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) for each of the independent variables are depicted in Table 4.4. Again, due to the large value of this statistic for the DoD recruiter variable, the author suspects multicollinearity problems from the data set (40:658).

The results of the PCA and OLS analysis and the probable problem with multicollinearity indicate the DoD recruiter variable should not be included in the DEA model.

Table 4.3: Recruiting Data Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GSMA</th>
<th>OPR</th>
<th>TVGRP</th>
<th>RADGRP</th>
<th>MAGGRP</th>
<th>LOCALS</th>
<th>DODREC</th>
<th>POP</th>
<th>UNEMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSMA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPR</td>
<td>0.74669</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVGRP</td>
<td>0.151371</td>
<td>0.092595</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADGRP</td>
<td>-0.1979</td>
<td>-0.00202</td>
<td>-0.18847</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGGRP</td>
<td>0.014425</td>
<td>-0.14472</td>
<td>0.368259</td>
<td>0.19681</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCALS</td>
<td>0.151672</td>
<td>0.205082</td>
<td>0.265247</td>
<td>-0.03095</td>
<td>0.105267</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODREC</td>
<td>-0.59228</td>
<td>-0.74554</td>
<td>0.109454</td>
<td>-0.0007</td>
<td>0.215668</td>
<td>-0.12813</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>0.42432</td>
<td>0.462357</td>
<td>0.016106</td>
<td>-0.00236</td>
<td>-0.02502</td>
<td>0.149906</td>
<td>-0.69622</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEMP</td>
<td>0.296014</td>
<td>0.21709</td>
<td>0.346822</td>
<td>-0.16563</td>
<td>-0.0597</td>
<td>0.072636</td>
<td>-0.30603</td>
<td>0.210493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Recruiting Resource Data Variance Inflation Factors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DODREC</td>
<td>4.3426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPR</td>
<td>2.5930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>2.0779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVGRP</td>
<td>1.7604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEMP</td>
<td>1.3979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGGRP</td>
<td>1.3756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADGRP</td>
<td>1.1448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCAL$</td>
<td>1.1222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean VIF</td>
<td>1.9768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the statistical and qualitative analysis of the input variables indicate only five variables should be used in the DEA model—recruiters, print GRPs, local advertising expenditures, population, and the unemployment rate. The TV GRP variable was not used because of lack of statistical significance in the OLS screening. The Radio GRP variable model was not used because of the negative coefficient in both the OLS screening and correlation matrix. The DoD Recruiter variable was not used due to lack of statistical significance in both the PCA analysis and OLS analysis and its high correlation to other input variables. Table 4.5 summarizes the analysis and screening of the relevant input variables based upon the variables’ accuracy; intercorrelation; and statistical, experiential, and conceptual relation to GSMA contracts.

Table 4.5: Recruiting Resource Variable Analysis and Screening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Variable</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Inter- Correlation</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Factor Analysis</th>
<th>OLS Correlation</th>
<th>Conceptually Related</th>
<th>Used in DEA Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recruiters</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print GRPs</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Advertising</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment Rate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television GRPs</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio GRPs</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD Recruiters</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Estimating a Recruiting Production Function
The second phase of the DEA model formulation strategy is to estimate an approximate production function using the relevant variables identified in the PCA/OLS analysis. Two production functions were estimated for the recruiting data using both OLS and a deterministic frontier estimation technique known as efficient frontier benchmarking (31: 306).

To estimate the OLS model for the simulation, step-wise linear regression was used with the five relevant recruiting resource variables identified in the previous section and "dummy" indicator variables to account for seasonality. The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarters of each fiscal year were represented by variables named QTR2, QTR3, and QTR4. Pooled, times series and cross sectional variables for the four quarters from 3rd QTR FY96 thru 2nd QTR FY97 (33:396) were used in a OLS model with a Cobb-Douglas, log-log formulation. The dependent variable was the number of GSMA contracts. The general mathematical formulation of the production function was:

\[ y_j = \alpha_o \Pi x_{ij}^{\beta_i} \]

where
\[ y_j \equiv \text{output for battalion } j \]
\[ x_{ij} \equiv \text{input } i \text{ for battalion } j \]
\[ \beta_i \equiv \text{coefficient for input } i \]
\[ \alpha_o \equiv \text{intercept term} \]

This function was approximated by OLS using the natural logarithms of the independent and dependent variables.

Using both forward and backward step-wise regression and initial OLS production function model was:
\[ \ln(\text{GSMA}) = -1.842005608 + 0.991010447 \ln(\text{OPR}) + 0.119530613 \ln(\text{MAGGRP}) + 0.025509477 \ln(\text{LOCALS}) + 0.096590765 \ln(\text{POP}) + 0.176151048 \ln(\text{UNEMP}) - 0.11413 \text{ (QTR3)} \]

This model’s adjusted R\(^2\) was 60.06%, and variables had positive coefficients and were significant at the .25 level. The local advertising expenditure variable was statistically significant at only the .25 level. Although this variable may not have been included in a more rigorous OLS model, expert opinion suggests that it is a critical resource in the recruiting process. Variable QTR2 and QTR4 were not significant at the .25 level and were not used in the final OLS model. Residual analysis indicated no problems with seasonality or a trend in the residuals. Durbin-Watson statistics were calculated for the three different OLS models for successive four quarter time periods. The Durbin-Watson statistics--2.150, 2.238, and 2.255, respectively--did not indicate the error terms were correlated. Figure 4.2 illustrates the fit of the 161 observations of actual GSMA contract production to the OLS estimated production function model for the 41 battalions for the four quarters. Because OLS was used to fit the production function, actual contract production may be less than or greater than estimated contract production.
The second estimated production function is a frontier production function. The efficient frontier benchmarking model used is a straightforward, deterministic, frontier estimation model which minimizes the sum of the deviations from the frontier across all DMUs (31:306). Any deviation from the efficient frontier is assumed to be due to inefficiency. No assumption is made concerning the existence or distribution of an error term. The mathematical programming formulation for this model is:

\[ \text{Minimize: } \sum_{j} \varepsilon_j \quad (10) \]

subject to

\[ \ln(y_j) = \alpha_o + \sum_{i} \beta_i \ln(x_{ij}) + \partial_k D_k - \varepsilon_j, \text{ for all } j=1,...,n \quad k=1,3 \quad (11) \]

\[ \varepsilon_j \geq 0, \text{ for all } j=1,...,n \quad (12) \]

\[ \beta_i \geq 0, \text{ for all } i \quad (13) \]

where

\[ \varepsilon_j = \text{deviation from the efficient frontier for battalion } j \]

\[ y_j = \text{output for battalion } j \]

\[ x_{ij} = \text{input } i \text{ for battalion } j \]

\[ \beta_i = \text{coefficient for input } i \]

\[ \alpha_o = \text{intercept term} \]

\[ \partial_k = \text{coefficient for indicator ("dummy") variable for season } k \]

\[ D_k = 0 \text{ or } 1 \text{ indicator ("dummy") variable for season } k \]
The use of the indicator--or "dummy"--variables in equation (11) of the frontier model allow for the inherent seasonality of the recruiting process. If these indicator variables were not included, any deviation from the frontier due to seasonality would be attributed to a battalion's inefficiency. Both the Kurskal-Wallis non-parametric tests and practical experience support the assumption that the recruiting process is inherently seasonal. Many new recruits enter active service following graduation from high school in the May-June time frame. Equation (13) ensures the function will be monotonic with regard to the utilization of any recruiting resource.

As with the OLS estimation of the recruiting production function, the same five pooled, time-series and cross sectional variables were used: recruiters, print GRPs, local advertising expenditures, population, and the local unemployment rate. Additionally, variables QTR2, QTR3, and QTR4 were included to account for seasonality. The resulting efficient frontier benchmarking production function was:

\[
\ln(GSMA) = -1.953978 + 0.968927*\ln(OPR) + 0.00*\ln(MAGGRP) + 0.017484*\ln(LOCAL$) + 0.183641*\ln(POP) + 0.352645*\ln(UNEMP) - 0.006562*(QTR2) - 0.047544*(QTR3) + 0.099867*(QTR4)
\]

The estimated coefficients for this function did not radically differ from the OLS model. However, it should be noted that the estimated coefficient for print GRPs was zero while the print GRP coefficient was .11953 using the OLS estimated production function.

Figure 4.3 below graphically illustrates the fit of this efficient frontier model to the actual data. Because a frontier estimation technique was used to fit the production function, actual contract production must be less than or equal to the estimated contract production.
4.3 Simulation of Recruiting Production Function

The third phase of PCA/OLS/Monte-Carlo Simulation methodology involves using the OLS estimated production function or efficient frontier production function in a Monte-Carlo simulation to identify the most accurate DEA envelopment frontier. Using GAMS software, four simulations were constructed using different known production functions--the OLS estimated production function with and without an error term and the frontier production function with and without an error term. These four production functions were used to evaluate the accuracy of the Additive, output oriented BCC, output oriented CCR, Multiplicative, and Multiplicative without intercept DEA models. The output oriented BCC and CCR models were chosen because the random technical efficiency term, $\eta_i$, was applied to the simulated production function output, and the efficiency scores of the output oriented DEA models would be more consistent estimators of a DMUs true efficiency (5:240).
Each simulation replication generated 41 simulated recruiting battalions (DMUs) using a five dimensional random input vector of recruiting resources selected from a multivariate normal distribution estimated from 1st Quarter FY97 recruiting data. The five random variables—recruiters, print GRPs, local advertising expenditures, population, and the local unemployment rate—represented the relevant recruiting resources identified by the PCA and OLS analysis. These resource inputs were used in the OLS or frontier production functions to calculate a recruiting battalion’s efficient production. The efficient contract production for recruiting battalion j (DMU j) was multiplied by a random variable, $\eta_j$, representing the actual or "true" technical efficiency of simulated recruiting battalion j, where $\eta_j \in [0,1]$. The product of the efficient production and the random technical efficiency score is the simulated recruiting battalion’s actual production observed by the DEA model. Similar to the simulation used to validate the FAARR model, the random, actual efficiency scores were selected from a truncated normal distribution estimated using the results from the FAARR DEA model. For this specific distribution, approximately 11.2% of the recruiting battalions are efficient. Although historical DEA efficiency studies have concluded approximately 25% of DMUs are efficient (8:4) and are usually distributed exponentially or from a half-normal distribution (8:13), the truncated normal distribution used in this simulation was the result of past DEA analysis of actual Army recruiting battalions. It was judged that the results of past DEA modeling for this specific data would be a more accurate representation of actual recruiting efficiency than general results from across the DEA literature.
For the two simulations with an error term, a normally distributed random variable with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of ten was added to the calculated production of GSMA contracts. Given the average contract production for actual recruiting battalions, 95% of the random errors should be within +/- 10% of a simulated recruiting battalion’s efficient production. One hundred simulation replications were conducted for each model.

The mathematical formulations of the four simulation production functions (OLS estimated and frontier production functions both with and without an error term) were:

\[ y_j = \alpha_0 \prod x_{ij}^{\beta_i} \eta_j + \epsilon_j \]

where

\[ y_j \equiv \text{output of theoretical battalion } j \]
\[ \alpha_0 \equiv \text{estimated production function intercept term} \]
\[ x_{ij} \equiv \text{random input } i \text{ for battalion } j \]
\[ \beta_i \equiv \text{estimated production function coefficient for input } i \]
\[ \eta_j \equiv \text{technical efficiency for battalion } j \]
\[ \epsilon_j \equiv \text{random error term for battalion } j \text{ (if applicable)} \]

Both the OLS estimated and frontier benchmarking production functions were Increasing Returns-to-Scale (IRS) functions since the sum of the estimated input coefficients was greater than 1.

Three MOEs were used to evaluate each simulation model: the normalized Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) of the DEA estimated efficiency from actual efficiency, the correlation coefficient between estimated and actual efficiencies, and the average percentage of incorrectly identified battalions (APER). The APER consists of inefficient battalions which were classified as efficient and efficient battalions which were classified as inefficient. A DEA envelopment with a lower normalized MAD and a smaller APER is a
more accurate model. Similarly, a DEA envelopment with a higher correlation coefficient is a more accurate model.

4.4 Simulation Results

The results of the four simulations and the average results across all four simulations are depicted in the five tables below. The first column of each table indicates which DEA model was evaluated. The second column indicates the normalized Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) of the DEA estimated efficiency from actual efficiency. The third column indicates the correlation coefficient between estimated and actual efficiencies. The fourth and fifth columns indicate the rates at which inefficient battalions were incorrectly classified as efficient and efficient battalions were incorrectly classified as inefficient. The sixth column indicates the total APER classifying the simulated battalions.

Table 4.6: Simulation Results for OLS Production Function without Error Term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEA Model</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Normalized MAD</th>
<th>% Incorrect Classification of DMUs NotEFF</th>
<th>EFF EFF</th>
<th>NoteFF Total APER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additive</td>
<td>0.4894</td>
<td>0.0118</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>51.13</td>
<td>45.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>0.6410</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>48.06</td>
<td>42.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>0.6764</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>36.02</td>
<td>22.44</td>
<td>24.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative</td>
<td>0.6099</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>45.46</td>
<td>40.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative w/o Intcpt</td>
<td>0.6118</td>
<td>0.0127</td>
<td>20.24</td>
<td>22.41</td>
<td>22.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: Simulation Results for Frontier Production Function without Error Term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEA Model</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Normalized MAD</th>
<th>% Incorrect Classification of DMUs NotEFF</th>
<th>EFF EFF</th>
<th>NoteFF Total APER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additive</td>
<td>0.4944</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>50.32</td>
<td>44.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>0.6290</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>47.89</td>
<td>42.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>0.5975</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
<td>41.31</td>
<td>21.40</td>
<td>24.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative</td>
<td>0.5777</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>45.27</td>
<td>40.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative w/o Intcpt</td>
<td>0.5668</td>
<td>0.0127</td>
<td>27.36</td>
<td>22.37</td>
<td>23.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.8: Simulation Results for OLS Production Function with Error Term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEA Model</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Normalized MAD</th>
<th>% Incorrect Classification of DMUs</th>
<th>NotEFF | EFF</th>
<th>EFF | NotEFF</th>
<th>Total APER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additive</td>
<td>0.5144</td>
<td>0.0129</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>50.61</td>
<td>45.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>0.5420</td>
<td>0.0172</td>
<td>17.61</td>
<td>45.16</td>
<td>41.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>0.5998</td>
<td>0.0136</td>
<td>43.42</td>
<td>21.53</td>
<td>24.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative</td>
<td>0.4969</td>
<td>0.0146</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>42.49</td>
<td>39.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative w/o Intcpt</td>
<td>0.5360</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>36.93</td>
<td>22.81</td>
<td>24.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.9: Simulation Results for Frontier Production Function with Error Term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEA Model</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Normalized MAD</th>
<th>% Incorrect Classification of DMUs</th>
<th>NotEFF | EFF</th>
<th>EFF | NotEFF</th>
<th>Total APER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additive</td>
<td>0.4433</td>
<td>0.0147</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>48.67</td>
<td>44.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>0.5715</td>
<td>0.0179</td>
<td>15.06</td>
<td>46.32</td>
<td>42.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>0.5777</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
<td>46.11</td>
<td>21.07</td>
<td>24.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative</td>
<td>0.5114</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
<td>14.07</td>
<td>43.51</td>
<td>40.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative w/o Intcpt</td>
<td>0.5336</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>36.76</td>
<td>22.45</td>
<td>24.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.10: Average Simulation Results For All Production Functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEA Model</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Normalized MAD</th>
<th>% Incorrect Classification of DMUs</th>
<th>NotEFF | EFF</th>
<th>EFF | NotEFF</th>
<th>Total APER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additive</td>
<td>0.4854</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>50.18</td>
<td>44.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>0.5959</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>46.86</td>
<td>42.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>0.6128</td>
<td>0.0128</td>
<td>41.72</td>
<td>21.61</td>
<td>24.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative</td>
<td>0.5490</td>
<td>0.0129</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>44.18</td>
<td>40.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative w/o Intcpt</td>
<td>0.5620</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
<td>30.07</td>
<td>22.51</td>
<td>23.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of the simulation results yield some very interesting conclusions. The Additive DEA envelopment consistently performed the worst in terms of the correlation coefficient and APER in all four simulations. The BCC DEA envelopment consistently performed the worst in terms of the normalized MAD in all four simulations. The CCR envelopment performed the best in terms of the correlation coefficient in three of the four simulations. Using APER as the evaluation criteria, the Multiplicative DEA envelopment without an intercept term performed the best when the production function had no error term. The CCR DEA envelopment had the best APER when an error term was included in the simulation. Compared to the CRS DEA models, all of the VRS DEA models-- Additive, BCC, Multiplicative-- had significantly higher rates incorrectly classifying
inefficient battalions as efficient. For all four simulation, VRS envelopments incorrectly classified inefficient DMUs as efficient at almost twice the rate of the CRS models. Alternately, the CRS envelopments incorrectly classified efficient DMUs as inefficient at a much higher rate than the VRS envelopments.

Analysis of these results indicates a CRS model—either CCR or Multiplicative envelopment without an intercept term—are the most accurate envelopment shapes when the production process is IRS. Using a VRS DEA envelopment—BCC, Multiplicative, or Additive—to estimate the efficiency of DMUs producing output according to an IRS process results in upwardly biased efficiency scores. VRS models attribute a DMU’s less than efficient production to a change in the production processes returns-to-scale and not to the DMU’s actual inefficiency. This may indicate that selecting the appropriate shape of the DEA envelopment is the most important step in the DEA modeling process.

Using the three MOEs, the Additive and BCC envelopments are clearly the least accurate models for this simulated production function. The CCR envelopment consistently outperformed both Multiplicative envelopments in regards to the correlation coefficient and consistently outperformed the Multiplicative envelopment without an intercept term in regards to the normalized MAD. The Multiplicative envelopment without an intercept term averaged only .4% lower APER than the CCR envelopment across all four simulations. The author judges the CCR envelopment to be the most accurate DEA formulation given its superiority in terms of two MOEs and relatively high accuracy in correctly classifying individual DMUs. The Multiplicative envelopment without an intercept term is the second best choice. The two best performing
envelopments, the CCR model and the Multiplicative model without an intercept term, were both CRS. Table 4.11 summarizes the results of the four simulations.

Table 4.11: Simulation Result Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Measures of Effectiveness</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Normalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLS w/o Error Term</td>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>MAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Performing</td>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>Multiplicative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst Performing</td>
<td>Additive</td>
<td>BCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Function w/o Error Term</td>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>Additive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Performing</td>
<td>additive</td>
<td>BCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst Performing</td>
<td>additive</td>
<td>BCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLS with Error Term</td>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>Additive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Performing</td>
<td>Multiplicative</td>
<td>BCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst Performing</td>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>CCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Function with Error Term</td>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>CCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Performing</td>
<td>additive</td>
<td>BCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst Performing</td>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>additive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average across four simulations</td>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>additive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Performing</td>
<td>additive</td>
<td>BCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst Performing</td>
<td>additive</td>
<td>BCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other DEA simulation studies of known production functions support these conclusions for IRS functions. Banker, Chang, and Cooper’s (5) simulation study determined the estimated efficiency scores from a CCR envelopment had a lower MAD from the true efficiencies than a BCC envelopment using a simulated two input, one output, IRS Cobb-Douglas production function with a sample size of 50 DMUs. The BCC envelopment had a lower MAD than the CCR envelopment when the function had DRS (5:238-239).

Smith’s simulation study (46) is more comprehensive because he used a known Cobb-Douglas functional form and varied the number of input variables from two to six and varied the DMU sample size from 10 to 80 DMUs. His research was focused on the affects of DEA model misspecification and he primarily evaluated the output-oriented
CCR model (46:236). However, while researching the affects on varying the DEA model’s assumption concerning returns to scale, he compared both the CCR and BCC models. Smith concluded for a known CRS process with five resource inputs and a sample size of 40 DMUs, VRS BCC model efficiency scores were 11.7% higher than CRS CCR model scores (46:245). Smith concluded using the BCC model to evaluate efficiency of DMUs results in an increase in estimated efficiency (46:244). Banker, Chang, and Cooper reach similar conclusions concerning the choice of the envelopment frontier (8:239).

The results of this research are similar. The BCC model consistently overestimated the average DMU efficiency using all four simulated IRS production functions. On average, the BCC envelopment overestimated actual DMU efficiency scores by 6.25%. As Table 4.10 depicts, the BCC model incorrectly classified inefficient DMUs as efficient, therefore overestimating their actual efficiency score, 46.86% of the time. Again, it appears that an incorrect choice of a VRS DEA envelopment frontier for a CRS (46:245) or IRS (this research) function results in upwardly biased efficiency estimates. In an attempt to maximize each DMU’s efficiency score, the model attributes a DMU’s less than efficient production to a change in the production function’s returns-to-scale and not to any inherent DMU inefficiency.

In summary, this analysis indicates a CCR DEA model using OPR, MAGGRP, LOCALS, POP, and UNEMP as variables is the most accurate DEA model to estimate the efficiency of U.S. Army recruiting battalions.

4.5 Efficiency Estimates Using CCR Model Formulation
Using the five variable CCR model identified in the previous section, all 41 Army recruiting battalions were evaluated for seven consecutive quarters. Nineteen battalions were consistently rated inefficient for all seven quarters. Only one battalion, battalion 6G, was rated efficient for all seven quarters. Battalion 1B was rated efficient for five quarters. In comparison, using the original eight variable, FAARR DEA model, twenty-five battalions were consistently rated inefficient for all seven quarters. No battalions were rated efficient for all seven quarters, but battalion 3T was rated efficient for six quarters. Table 4.12 compares the estimated efficiency scores and percentage of efficient DMUs for the five variable CCR model and the eight variable FAARR DEA model. As this research and the referenced literature indicate, for a particular set of DMUs, the specification of the DEA model can result in drastically different efficiency scores and number of efficient DMUs. If DEA efficiency information is to be useful as a management tool to evaluate DMU performance, we must have some confidence or objective measure of a DEA model’s accuracy. Without \textit{a-priori} knowledge of the production process, the analyst has little way of knowing which DEA model will yield the most accurate estimate of actual DMU efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEA Model</th>
<th>Average % DMUs Rated Efficient</th>
<th>Average Efficiency</th>
<th>STD DEV Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 variable CCR</td>
<td>15.68</td>
<td>0.8138</td>
<td>0.2345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 variable FAARR</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.8739</td>
<td>0.1099</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, inferences concerning DEA model misspecification (46) are:
• Omitting a relevant variable may reduce estimated efficiency
• Including an irrelevant variable may increase estimated efficiency
• Omitting a highly correlated, relevant variable is not as serious as omitting a non-correlated relevant variable
• Including an irrelevant variable is not as serious as omitting a relevant variable
• Assuming variable returns to scale when the process is CRS or IRS may increase estimated efficiency
• DEA models with fewer input variables and smaller numbers of DMUs may be more sensitive to invalid assumptions concerning the production process returns-to-scale than to an invalid choice of input variables

These inferences directly correlate to the following DEA model building tactics:
• Err on the side of including irrelevant variables rather than excluding relevant variables
• Gather as much information as possible to accurately determine the classification of the production process's returns-to-scale\(^4\)

As the results of the FAARR evaluation of a simulated CRS production function demonstrate, assuming a VRS DEA model for a CRS production process leads to increased, erroneous estimates of efficiency.

4.6 Practical Application of DEA Efficiency Information in Combined OLS/DEA Models

\(^4\) OLS regression techniques, DEA Most Productive Scale Size estimates (6:34-35), translog functions (5:236-237), economic theory (38:235-238), and expert opinion (15:44) are all useful in determining if a production process is DRS, IRS, CRS, or VRS.
Using an accurate DEA model, the analyst can categorize DMUs as efficient or inefficient. The following example illustrates how this information can be used in a conventional OLS model to both estimate parameters and forecast future production. Although the OLS model provides a relatively good fit and more accurate forecasts than the FAARR model, the OLS model is general in nature and is only intended to illustrate the use of DEA efficiency information. The author hypothesizes that more accurate DEA efficiency information will improve an OLS model in general, and the USAREC model in particular (8:2).

Stepwise regression was used to estimate a causal, Cobb-Douglas OLS model using four quarters of pooled, time series and cross sectional recruiting data. The goal was to develop a single model, using the same variables, which would accurately fit three separate sets of data-- a rolling horizon of four quarters of recruiting data. This single model was used to estimate the responses for 1st QTR FY97 production, 2nd QTR FY97 production, and 3rd QTR FY97\(^5\) production.

The initial independent variables considered for the model included the eight recruiting resource variables, three indicator variables for seasonality (QTR2, QTR3, and QTR4), and four indicator variables to identify specific recruiting brigades (BDE2, BDE3, BDE4, and BDE5). Since recruiting brigades are organized geographically, these indicators variables account for geographic as well as organizational variations. The dependent

---

\(^5\) Battalion 5C was excluded from the forecast for 3rd QTR FY97. In a one time administrative measure, the new battalion commander wrote off 23 GSMA contracts for 3rd QTR FY97. The battalion commander questioned the ability of these enlistees to complete their time in the Delayed Entry Program (DEP) prior to entering active duty. This administrative accounting measure significantly biased the forecast accuracy MOEs for the 3rd QTR FY97 forecast.
variable was the number of GSMA contracts. The best fitting, step-wise regression model for all three sets of data was:

$$\ln(\text{GSMA}) = \alpha_0 + \beta_1 \ln(\text{OPR}) + \beta_2 \ln(\text{MAGGRP}) + \beta_3 \ln(\text{LOCALS$_{S}$}) + \beta_4 \ln(\text{POP}) + \beta_5 \ln(\text{RADGRP}) + \delta_1 (\text{QTR3}) + \delta_2 (\text{BDE 5})$$

Note that the variables included in this OLS estimated model differed from the variables in the OLS estimated simulation production function used to select the most accurate DEA model. Variables which may only have been significant at the .25 level were included in the simulated production function OLS model, but were not included in this more rigorous forecasting OLS model.

The average adjusted $R^2$ for this model across the three time periods was 70.4%. All variables except the print GRP were significant at the .05 level. The Print GRP variable was significant at the .15 level. This causal model represented the OLS estimate of GSMA contracts at time $t$:

$$y_t = \alpha_0 \prod_{i(t)}^{\beta_i}$$

To predict future contracts the author used the estimated parameter coefficients from time period $t$ with the recruiting resources for time $t+1$:

$$y_{t+1} = \alpha_0 \prod_{i(t+1)}^{\beta_i}$$

For the forecasts, the author used the recruiting resource levels, $x_{i(t+1)}$, the actual levels at time period $t+1$ for recruiters, print GRPs, radio GRPs, and local advertising expenditures. These variables are all discretionary and controllable by USAREC. The author used the actual population at time $t$ as the population estimate at time $t+1$. This variable is not
discretionary and the best available estimate for the population at time period t for time period t+1 was the population at time period t.

As Table 4.13 indicates, this model produced forecasts for the three quarters with an overall model MAPE of 4.06%, an average MAPE per recruiting battalion (DMU) of 15.11%, and an average maximum MAPE across all battalions of 50.17%. The average battalion MAPE is the most accurate indicator of forecast accuracy. The overall model MAPE is merely the sum of the individual battalion forecasts compared to the actual USAREC wide contract production. The overall model MAPE statistic contains no information about the forecast accuracy for individual battalions. A particular model may have a low overall model MAPE although individual battalion forecasts deviate drastically from actual battalion production.

DEA efficiency information was then used to estimate a similar times-series, cross sectional, OLS model which included an additional "dummy" indicator variable (defined as variable DEA) representing DEA efficient battalions:

\[ \ln(GSMA) = \alpha_0 + \beta_1 \ln(OPR) + \beta_2 \ln(MAGGRP) + \beta_3 \ln(LOCALS) + \beta_4 \ln(POP) + \beta_5 \ln(RADGRP) + \delta_1(QTR3) + \delta_2(BDE 5) + \delta_3(DEA) \]

where

\( \delta_3 = \) an indicator ("dummy") variable equal to 1 if the recruiting battalion is rated efficient and equal to 0 if the recruiting battalion is rated inefficient

The indicator variable for DEA efficiency (DEA) affects only the intercept of the function for the DEA efficient units. Indicator variables for recruiting resources, which would affect the slope of the function for DEA efficient units, were not significant at the .10 level and were not used. This step-wise OLS model also initially included five indicator
variables for regions of the country which represented the five recruiting brigades. The 5th Brigade’s region, represented by variable BDE5, was the only region which was statistically significant.

Since there was no accurate forecast for a recruiting battalion’s efficiency at time period t to be used in the forecasts for time period t+1, all battalions were assumed to be inefficient. Data to calculate a recruiting battalion’s efficiency at time t is not available until the beginning of time period t+1. This assumption resulted in more accurate, but slightly downward biased, forecasts.

Table 4.13 depicts the average results of the three forecasts for the first three quarters of FY97 using various forecasting models. For comparison, naive and four quarter moving average forecast results are included in addition to the OLS forecasts with and without DEA efficiency information from the various DEA envelopments. OLS models using the DEA efficiency information as intercept indicator variables are referred to as OLS/DEA models.

Table 4.13: Comparison of Average Forecast Results for OLS and OLS/DEA Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast Model</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
<th>Ave. BN MAPE</th>
<th>Max. BN MAPE</th>
<th>Adj R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive Forecast 1</td>
<td>9.42</td>
<td>15.61</td>
<td>54.80</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Quarter Moving Average</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>38.14</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobb-Douglas OLS</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>50.17</td>
<td>70.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLS/DEA Models (DEA efficiency indicator affects intercept)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAARR DEA (VRS)</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>14.83</td>
<td>50.86</td>
<td>70.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additive (VRS)</td>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>15.87</td>
<td>50.85</td>
<td>75.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC (VRS)</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td>15.50</td>
<td>50.23</td>
<td>75.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR (VRS)</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>14.65</td>
<td>48.24</td>
<td>75.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative (VRS)</td>
<td>9.41</td>
<td>15.43</td>
<td>51.05</td>
<td>75.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative w/o Intcpt (CRS)</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td>14.73</td>
<td>48.57</td>
<td>73.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A DMU is classified as efficient if its efficiency Score > 0.999
*Original 8 Variable FAARR DEA Model Formulation
Analysis of the regressions using OLS and combined OLS/DEA models suggests the DEA efficiency information available from all DEA models improved the fit of the regression as measured by the adjusted $R^2$. Efficiency information from certain DEA models also improved the average accuracy of the forecasts. It is interesting to note, of the five classical DEA models, the two OLS/DEA models using CRS envelopments (CCR and Multiplicative without intercept) provided more accurate forecasts than the OLS model. The three OLS/DEA models using the VRS DEA envelopments-- Additive, BCC, and Multiplicative-- all had higher average battalion MAPEs than the OLS model. Since CRS DEA models seem to provide more accurate efficiency information, this evidence supports the assumption the recruiting production process is CRS.

Although not entirely conclusive, the regression and forecast results from the combined OLS/DEA models do support the previous conclusions regarding the most accurate DEA model formulation. If a specific DEA envelopment is more accurate estimating true DMU efficiencies, we would expect, everything else being equal, the combined OLS/DEA model using the more accurate DEA indicator variables to have better forecasts and a higher adjusted $R^2$. The conclusions of our previous analysis indicated the CCR envelopment was the most accurate DEA model followed by the Multiplicative envelopment without an intercept term. The BCC and Additive DEA models were the least accurate. The regression results indicate the CCR model provides the most accurate forecasts, but the Additive model has the highest adjusted $R^2$, followed closely by the CCR model. The high adjusted $R^2$ for the Additive model is contradictory to what we would expect but may not be significant. The CCR OLS/DEA model’s adjusted $R^2$ was only .07 less than the
Additive OLS/DEA model's adjusted $R^2$. Overall, the regression and forecast results support the conclusion the five variable CCR DEA model is probably the most accurate DEA model.

Analysis of alternate models' forecast accuracy also indicates that simple time-series models may be more accurate than causal OLS models. Similar to other times-series models, the four quarter moving average forecast model only relies on a battalion's past contract production to forecast future production. Time-series models make no assumption concerning the underlying production process or the use of resources and they are simple and very easy to construct. However, time-series models provide no estimates of resource parameters or output elasticities. The four quarter moving average forecast was provided for illustration purposes only, but this model not only has the lowest average battalion forecast MAPE, but it also has the smallest maximum battalion MAPE. The Naive Forecast 1 simply forecasts the upcoming quarters production using the actual production from the previous quarter. As stated in the third chapter, forecasts for the Naive Forecast 1 model were more accurate than the forecasts from the original FAARR model for all MOEs. This analysis of time-series forecasting models indicates a time-series model may provide USAREC more accurate forecasts than a causal OLS forecasting model.
V. Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusion

The first part of this research evaluated the accuracy and robustness of the GSMA contract forecasts for the Army’s Forecast and Allocation of Army Recruiting Resources (FAARR) model. Using sensitivity analysis, validation forecasting, and Monte-Carlo simulation of a known production function, this research demonstrated the FAARR model in its current form does not provide accurate forecasts of GSMA contract production. The FAARR model can not be used for “what if” analysis and is not accurate when recruiting resources change significantly from current levels. The FAARR model uses the estimated values from a descriptive, non-parametric DEA model as production function parameters in a prescriptive forecasting model. The FAARR model’s assumptions, such as the restrictions placed on the relative value of the recruiting resources, are invalid. Also, the model’s 2nd stage mathematical programming formulation is not an optimization model as indicated in its documentation (13:10).

The FAARR model’s GSMA contract forecasts were ultra-sensitive to the recruiting resource levels used in the actual forecast and to the specification of the first phase DEA model. A relatively small 5% increase in the aggregate level of all recruiting resources resulted in a 42% increase in forecasted GSMA production. Analysis and experience indicate this is a grossly unrealistic increase in forecasted production given the minimal increase in recruiting resources. Additionally, without any constraints on the DEA virtual multipliers, the FAARR estimated multipliers produced a model unable to find a feasible solution for the production forecast.
The FAARR model was also not able to accurately forecast actual contract production using historical production data. The FAARR model’s best validation forecast had a MAPE of 14% with an average recruiting battalion MAPE of 46% and a maximum battalion MAPE of 153%. Individual recruiting battalion forecasts had extremely large errors. Simple time-series models provided more accurate forecast estimates than the FAARR model. In fact, the Naive Forecast 1 model actually provided more accurate production forecasts than the FAARR model for all Measures Of Effectiveness (MOE).

Finally, using a simulation of a known CRS production function, the FAARR model was not able to accurately classify simulated battalions as efficient or inefficient or accurately estimate the actual battalion efficiency scores. The FAARR model incorrectly classified efficient battalions as inefficient 95% of the time. Average FAARR model estimated battalion efficiency scores for two different production functions were 0.54 and 0.64 when the actual average simulated battalion efficiency was 0.88. Additionally, the average correlation coefficient between each battalion’s actual and estimated efficiencies for the two models was only 0.13 and 0.16, respectively.

The FAARR model assumes a VRS production function underlies the Army recruiting process. This research indicates that if the actual production process is not VRS, FAARR model forecasts will not be accurate. The FAARR model incorrectly attributed simulated battalions’ less than efficient production output to a change in the production process’s returns-to-scale and not to actual battalion inefficiency.

The second part of this research developed a three phase strategy to select the most accurate DEA model formulation for the Army recruiting process. Using this strategy, a
five variable CRS CCR model was identified as the most accurate DEA model to estimate U.S. Army recruiting battalion efficiency. This model provided significantly different results than the current FAARR eight variable, Multiplicative VRS DEA model.

The DEA model building strategy which was developed used multi-variate statistical analysis and OLS regression to select relevant input variables. A Monte-Carlo simulation of a production function using these relevant input variables was then used to select the most appropriate shape of the DEA envelopment frontier. This research illustrated how multi-variate statistical techniques can be combined with expert opinion to make decisions on whether or not to include specific input variables in a DEA model.

This research’s results concerning the selection of the shape of the DEA envelopment frontier are similar to other simulation studies of DEA model misspecification. Using four simulated IRS production processes, the CCR model was the most accurate DEA envelopment. The CCR model incorrectly classified 24% of all simulated battalions as efficient or inefficient. In contrast, the BCC model overestimated battalion efficiency scores by 6.25% and incorrectly classified 42% of all battalions. An incorrect choice of a VRS DEA model for an IRS production process resulted in upwardly biased efficiency estimates. In an attempt to maximize each battalion’s efficiency score, the VRS models attribute a battalion’s less than efficient output production to a change in the production process’s returns-to-scale and not to inherent battalion inefficiency. This research demonstrated the choice of a particular DEA model implies an assumption about the production processes’ returns-to-scale properties and is critical in accurately estimating DMU efficiency.
This research assumed the recruiting process’s incentive structure and recruiter behavior is such that all recruiters would seek to maximize GSMA contract production given any allocation of recruiting resources. This assumption may not be valid because of the process USAREC uses to assign specific recruiting battalion production missions and the way recruiters react to these production missions. However, DEA models may still be used to determine the relative efficiency of recruiting battalions even if recruiters do not attempt to maximize their contract production.

In conclusion, this research summarizes much of the theory and current practice of DEA modeling and provides the Operations Research community an appropriate strategy to build accurate DEA models.

5.2 Improving USAREC Econometric and Forecasting Models

The results of this research indicate a five variable CCR DEA model using recruiters, population, unemployment, print GRPs, and local advertising expenditures may be the most accurate model to evaluate Army recruiting battalion efficiency. Accurate recruiting battalion efficiency information from the CCR DEA model can be used in multiple stage mathematical or statistical models. DEA provides an additional variable to be used with any current or future USAREC forecasting model to improve forecast accuracy or improve resource parameter estimates.

Additionally, this research has also demonstrated that in the short term, simple, time-series forecasting models may be more accurate than econometric based causal models. However, time-series models can not be used to estimate resource elasticity parameters. USAREC forecasts and parameter estimates may be improved by developing and using
two totally separate models. A simple time-series model may be used for contract forecasts and a more complex econometric model may be used for resource elasticity parameter estimates.

5.3 Extensions of Current Research

This research may be expanded in a number of different directions. First, this research may be expanded by using additional quarterly recruiting data as the data becomes available. This research evaluated the various forecasting models over three consecutive quarters. New data will provide more information regarding the robustness and accuracy of the various forecasting model estimates over a wider time frame.

Another direction may involve changing the specific simulation used to select the most accurate DEA envelopment. Future experimental designs using Response Surface Methodology (RSM) techniques may be developed to estimate the sensitivity of the accuracy of the DEA efficiency estimates for varying probability distributions of the efficiency scores for the simulated DMUs. The current research used a truncated, normal distribution for the efficiency scores of the simulated DMUs estimated from the FAARR DEA model. Future research may determine if the identified, most accurate DEA envelopment is sensitive to the efficiency score probability distribution used in the simulation. Additionally, RSM experimental designs may also be used to determine the sensitivity of the accuracy of the DEA estimates to changes in the number of input variables or to more complex types of production functions such as stochastic frontier functions.
Future researchers may also decide to use the Spearman rank correlation coefficient instead of the ordinary correlation coefficient as a MOE to evaluate the accuracy of various DEA model formulations. Viewed in the context of ranking and selection theory, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient may be a more appropriate measure of the ability of a specific envelopment to estimate a DMU’s true efficiency. However, discriminating between efficient DMUs—all with an efficiency score of 1—and assigning the DMUs the appropriate rank may be difficult.

A third direction for future research may include the evaluation of forecast accuracy using DEA efficiency information in more complex and detailed forecasting models—either current USAREC models or models to be developed in the future. Using a more complex forecasting model may result in a more significant test of the hypothesis that including DEA efficiency information improves model forecasts and parameter estimates.

Finally, another area for possible future research is to compare recruiting battalion efficiency estimates from CRS and VRS models—comparing the CCR model to the BCC model, or the Multiplicative model to the Multiplicative without intercept model. These different comparisons can be used to positively identify subsets of efficient and inefficient battalions regardless of the production processes’ returns-to-scale classification. This research illustrated that invalid assumptions concerning a production processes’ returns-to-scale may result in inaccurate efficiency estimates. Given the different returns-to-scale assumptions for the CRS and VRS models, the CRS model identifies a conservative, lower limit of the number of efficient DMUs. In contrast, a VRS model identifies a conservative, lower limit of inefficient DMUs. By using these two type of models simultaneously,
analysts can positively identify a subset of all evaluated DMUs as either efficient--using a
CRS DEA model--or inefficient--using a VRS DEA model--even if the production
processes’ return-to-scale property can not be accurately identified. Therefore, the analyst
does not need to make or prove any assumption concerning the production processes’
returns-to-scale, and can still positively identify some DMUs as efficient or inefficient. If
management intends to use DEA efficiency analysis qualitatively to identify best and worst
operating practices, this positively identified subset of efficient and inefficient DMUs may
provide adequate information.
Appendix A. Sample GAMS Simulation Model

$title Combined Optimization/Simulation Model
$ontext
  New model -- OCT 1997
  Coded by : Piskator, Gene M. CPT (from original DEA model by Yuying Wang)
$offtext
$offsymref offsymlist offuellist offuelxref

option solprint = off;
option decimals = 4;
option limrow = 0, limcol = 0;
option seed = 235357;

SETS DMU / 1A, 1B, 1D, 1E, 1G, 1K, 1L, 1N, 1O, 3A, 3D, 3E, 3G,
3H, 3I, 3J, 3N, 3T, 4C, 4E, 4G, 4I, 4J, 4K, 4L, 4N, 5A, 5C, 5D, 5H,
5I, 5J, 5K, 6D, 6F, 6G, 6H, 6I, 6J, 6K, 6L /;
*assigns DMU names/identifies DMUs

DATANAMES / OPR, MAGZINE, local, pop, unemp, GSMA /;
*assigns variable names

IN (DATANAMES) / OPR, magzine, local, pop, unemp /;
*names input variables

OUT (DATANAMES) / GSMA /;
*names output variable

SET ITER / 1*100 /;
*sets number of Monte-Carlo simulation replications

Alias (in, I);
Alias (i, j);
Alias (in, KK);
Alias (out, R);
Alias (DMU, DMUcurr);
*assigns alias for data sets

TABLE COVAR (I,J)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OPR</th>
<th>MAGZINE</th>
<th>LOCAL</th>
<th>POP</th>
<th>UNEMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>opr</td>
<td>25.556</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magazine</td>
<td>-5.957</td>
<td>59.833</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local</td>
<td>3.27E+03</td>
<td>852.028</td>
<td>5.89E+03</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pop</td>
<td>1.43E+04</td>
<td>-4.38E+03</td>
<td>9.62E+03</td>
<td>2.70E+04</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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unemp 0.271 0.094 -0.17 0.195 1.059
;
*covariance table for input variables. Used with Cholesky decomposition to generate
*multi-variate normal vector of input variables. See Law, Averill M. and W. David
*506.

PARAMETERS
   X0(I)  inputs of DMU under evaluation
   Y0(R)  outputs of DMU under evaluation
   X(DMU,I)
   Y(DMU,R)
   NORMRAN(I)
   MVNORM(DMU,I)
   coefuu(DMU,r)  table of uu (output virtual multipliers)
   coefvv(DMU, i)  table of vv (input virtual multipliers)
   obj(DMU)  table of objval (efficiency scores)
   RANEFFIC(DMU)
   AVEFFIC
   DEVEFFIC(DMU)
   AVEDEV
   TOTGSMA
   AVEOPR
   AVETVGRP
   AVERDGRP
   AVEPGRP
   AVELOCL
   AVEDOD
   AVEPOP
   AVEUNEMP
   AVEU0
   KNOWNEFF
   CORRCOEF
   NUMER
   DENOM
   DENOM1
   DENOM2
   NUMEFF
   IDEFF
   TRUEFF(DMU)
   ESTEFF(DMU)
   COUNT1
   COUNT2
   COUNT3
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COUNT4

AVEINPUT(I) / OPR  126.2926829
    MAGZINE  250.9756098
    LOCAL    15978.12195
    POP      100331.5366
    UNEMP    4.73195122
/

*mean input level for resource variables used to generate Multi-variate normal resource
*vectors assigned to simulated, random DMUs (recruiting battalions)

VARIABLES
    OBJVAL objective values
    OUTPUT;

POSITIVE VARIABLES
    UUY(r)
    VVX(i)
    CONTRACTS(DMU);

equations
    OBJFCN3
       const3(dmu)
       lessonein(i)
       lessoneout(r)
       NORM
;

OBJFCN3.. objval =e= sum(i, x0(i)*vvx(i));
*CRC DEA objective function maximizes value of outputs

const3(DMU).. SUM(r, -uuy(r)*y(DMU,r)) + SUM(i, vvx(i)*x(DMU,i)) =g= 0;
*CRC DEA constraint

lessonein(i) .. vvx(i) =g= .000001;
lessoneout(r) .. uuy(r) =g= .000001;
*Non-archimedean infinitesimal constraint

norm .. sum(r, y0(r)*uuy(r)) =e= 1;
*output variable normalization constraint

MODEL DEA3 /OBJFCN3, const3, lessonein, lessoneout, NORM/;
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file DEASIM3; put DEASIM3; DEASIM3.pc=5; DEASIM3.nd=4;
*names output file

loop (i, put i.tl);
   put 'U0', 'GSMAs', 'EST-EFF', 'KNOWN-EFF', 'EFF-ERROR', 'CORR-COEFF',
   'EFFIEFF', 'N-EFFIN-EFF', 'N-EFFIEFF', 'EFFIN-EFF';
*writes simulation statistics information to output file

LOOP (ITER,
   COUNT1=0;
   COUNT2=0;
   COUNT3=0;
   COUNT4=0;
*reset all DMU identification counters to zero. These counters are used to classify
*DMUs as truly efficient or inefficient and estimated as efficient or inefficient

   LOOP(DMU,
      TRUEFF(DMU) =0;
      ESTEFFF(DMU)=0;
      NORMRAN(I)=NORMAL(0,1);
      X(DMU,I) = (AVEINPUT(I) + SUM(J, (NORMRAN(J)*COVAR(I,J))));
   *generates multi-variate normal input vector using Cholesky decomposition

      LOOP(I,
         IF (X(DMU,I) LT 2.5, X(DMU,I)=2.5);
      );
      RANEFFIC(DMU)=(NORMAL(0.8875,.0923));
      IF (RANEFFIC(DMU) GT 1, RANEFFIC(DMU)=1.0);
      IF(RANEFFIC(DMU) = 1, TRUEFF(DMU)=1);
      IF (RANEFFIC(DMU) LT 0, RANEFFIC(DMU)=0.01);
   );
*randomly generates true efficiency scores from truncated normal distribution

   X(DMU,I) = LOG(X(DMU,I));
   RANEFFIC(DMU)=LOG(RANEFFIC(DMU));
   Y(DMU,"GSMA")=(RANEFFIC(DMU) -1.842005608 +
                  .991010447*X(DMU,"OPR") + .025509477*X(DMU,"local") +
                  .176151048*X(DMU,"unemp") + .119530613*X(DMU,"magazine") +
                  0.096590765*X(DMU,"pop"));
   X(DMU,I) = EXP(X(DMU,I));
   Y(DMU,"GSMA")= EXP(Y(DMU,"GSMA")+normal(0,10.00);
*calculates GSMA production for each DMU based on production function, random input
*vector, true efficiency score, and normaly distributed error term
LOOP( DMUcurr,
    x0(i)=x(dmucurr,i); 
    y0(r)=y(dmucurr,r);

    SOLVE DEA3 USING LP Minimizing OBJval;

    coefuu(DMUcurr, R) = uuy.L(R);
    coefvv(DMUcurr, I) = vvx.L(I);
    obj(DMUcurr) = (1/objval.L);
    IF(OBJ(DMUcurr) GT .9999, ESTEFF(DMUcurr)=1);
  );
  *solves CCR DEA model for each DMU

LOOP(DMU,
  IF ((TRUEFF(DMU) = 1) AND (ESTEFF(DMU) =1), COUNT1=COUNT1+1);
  IF ((TRUEFF(DMU) = 0) AND (ESTEFF(DMU) =0), COUNT2=COUNT2+1);
  IF ((TRUEFF(DMU) = 1) AND (ESTEFF(DMU) =0), COUNT3=COUNT3+1);
  IF ((TRUEFF(DMU) = 0) AND (ESTEFF(DMU) =1), COUNT4=COUNT4+1);
);  
  *counts DMUs to identify which were correctly classified by the DEA model

AVEEFFIC=( (SUM(DMU,OBJ(DMU))) /41.0 );
DEVVEFFIC(DMU)=ABS((OBJ(DMU))-EXP(RANEEFFIC(DMU)));
KNOWNEFF=(SUM(DMU, EXP(RANEEFFIC(DMU)))41.0);
AVEDEV=(SUM(DMU, DEVVEFFIC(DMU))41.0);
TOTGMA=SUM(DMU, (Y(DMU, "GMA")));
AVEOPR=(SUM(DMU, coefVV(DMU, "OPR"))/41.0);
AVElocl=(SUM(DMU, coefVV(DMU, "local"))/41.0);
AVEPGPR=(SUM(DMU, coefVV(DMU, "MAGAZINE"))/41.0);
AVEunemp=(SUM(DMU, coefVV(DMU, "unemp"))/41.0);
AVEPOP=(SUM(DMU, coefVV(DMU, "POP"))/41.0);
NUMER= SUM(DMU, ((OBJ(DMU))-AVEEFFIC) * (EXP(RANEEFFIC(DMU))-KNOWNEFF) );
DENOM1=SUM(DMU,( ((OBJ(DMU))-AVEEFFIC)*((OBJ(DMU))-AVEEFFIC) ));
DENOM2= SUM(DMU,( EXP(RANEEFFIC(DMU))-KNOWNEFF)*EXP(RANEEFFIC(DMU))-KNOWNEFF) );
DENOM=SQRT(DENOM1*DENOM2);
CORRCOF= NUMER/DENOM;
*calculates average efficiency scores and correlation coefficients between true and estimated efficiency scores

put /
PUT AVEOPR:10:4;
PUT AVEPGPR:10:4;
PUT AVEloc1:10:4;
PUT AVEPOP:10:4;
PUT AVEunemp:10:4;
PUT 'no intcpt';
PUT TOTGSMA:10:4;
PUT AVEEFFIC:10:4;
PUT KNOWNEFF:10:4;
PUT AVEDEV:10:4;
PUT CORRCOEFF:10:4;
PUT COUNT1:10:4;
PUT COUNT2:10:4;
PUT COUNT3:10:4;
PUT COUNT4:10:4;
*outputs MOEs and average scores to file
);
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This research has two objectives—to verify and validate the U.S. Army's Forecast and Allocation of Army Recruiting Resources (FAARR) model and to develop a Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) modeling strategy.

First, the FAARR model was verified using a simulation of a known production function and validated using sensitivity analysis and ex-post forecasts. FAARR model forecasts were not accurate and were extremely sensitive to any changes in the model's linear programming constraints and to changes in recruiting resource levels.

Second, this research describes a three phase modeling strategy to build accurate DEA models. DEA has become a popular tool to evaluate the relative efficiency of many types of organizations. However, the literature has paid little attention to the practical problems of selecting the appropriate input variables and envelopment frontier. Analysts may use a number of diagnostic techniques to detect misspecification in statistics based models. No such diagnostics exist for DEA models. Without a-priori knowledge concerning the production process's appropriate input variables and returns to scale, analysts do not know if they have constructed an accurate DEA model. Using a three-phase strategy, relevant DEA model input variables are selected using Principal Component Analysis and Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression. The appropriate DEA envelopment frontier is selected using a Monte-Carlo simulation of an estimated production function representing the actual production process. The research concludes by demonstrating ex-post forecasts from a combined OLS/DEA model were more accurate when the DEA model selected by the three phase modeling strategy was used.
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